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ASSEMBLY WHITE PAPERS

Optimizing Your Processes With
the Correct Power Tool for
Noncritical Fastening

Identifying the best torque tool for your application
is paramount in your assembly process. Not all
applications require the complexity and investment
costs associated with DC electric tools.

Electrical Interconnect
Solutions: A Look at What’s
Driving Everyday Appliances

Without a doubt, electronics are an essential part of
our everyday lives. From the moment we wake up
to the time we fall asleep, technology is working for
us and helping to simplify our day-to-day tasks.
This white paper explores options for wiring, plugs
and connectors for appliances. Learn how these
products are speci�cally designed to meet user
requirements and regulatory and environmental
standards. 

 

Automation 201: A Deep Dive Into
Clarifying Your Requirements for
Project Success

Robots make a big difference as an industrial
manufacturing tool, but understanding how to prepare
your factory for automation can be tricky. There is a lot to
know ahead of time, and good preparation is key.

ASSEMBLY WEBINARS

Onshoring the Manufacture of Consumer Packaged Goods With
Agile Automation

Consumer packaged goods (CPG) manufacturing in the 21st century is undergoing an evolution. The past
two years have severely strained the global supply chain. Implementing short-term �xes is no longer
enough; onshore assembly is now viable and pro�table—with agile automation platforms. CPG
manufacturers can now gain control and meet regional demand.

Creating a Safety Culture at Your Assembly Plant

Manufacturing represented nearly 20 percent of that total, for an injury and illness rate of 6.6 cases per 100
equivalent full-time workers. In this webinar, you’ll learn how to achieve safe working practices by
overcoming cultures of inadequately addressed risks.

The Critical Role of the Evolving Control Panel

Now, it’s more important than ever for modern facilities to embrace industrial automation. At the heart of
automation is the continuously changing control panel. In this webinar, we’ll discuss key characteristics of an
optimized design, how to exceed industry standards, and mission-critical ways to optimize the electrical and
network infrastructure on the plant �oor. 

 

Cobots in Assembly: The Top Three Paths to Deployment
Integration

You have probably heard how easy cobots are to program. But just how easy are they to install yourself? If
you need help, what options exist to assist you with integration, and what factors should you consider when
making that decision? In this webinar, you’ll learn the pros and cons of the three main paths to automation
integration. 

 

How to Choose the Right Machine Vision Applications for Deep
Learning

When used in the right applications, deep-learning software is a powerful tool that can e�ciently and reliably
handle automated inspection. In this webinar, David L. Dechow, vice president of outreach and vision
technology at Landing AI, provides guidance on choosing the applications for which deep learning technology
offers the most signi�cant value.

ASSEMBLY INFO CENTERS

Factory of the Future

The Industrial Internet of Things is transforming the world of manufacturing. Manufacturers are using
internet-enabled technologies to improve their operations, from the granular level of individual
manufacturing processes to the global level of worldwide supply chains. Here you’ll �nd information on the
latest smart automation technologies.

Smart Pressing Technology

Assembling one part to another usually requires a third material—screws, rivets or adhesives—but it doesn’t
have to. In fact, sometimes all you have to do is insert one part tightly into a hole in another part or bend, fold
or deform a feature on one part to capture the other. Here you’ll �nd information on how to get the most out
of servo-driven presses.

Sensor Solutions

Automation is dumb. It can only do what it's told, over and over again. Without a sense of sight or touch,
automated devices can’t know if parts are present. They can't tell if parts have been picked up successfully.
Here you'll �nd everything you need to know about sensors for automation.

Best Measurement Solutions for Manufacturing

Engineers rely on various sensors and systems to measure pressure, force, torque and acceleration. These
 technologies are used to measure and analyze physical processes; develop, test and calibrate fastening

technology; optimize manufactured products; and monitor and control pressing and molding processes.
Learn about the latest technology here.

Future-Proof Facilities

Every manufacturer aims to streamline its production layout and �oorplan for optimal e�ciency and output.
At the same time, however, manufacturers must be able to quickly adapt to changes. To e�ciently respond
to critical modi�cations, manufacturers need the ability to rearrange their processes faster. Learn how
�exible power distribution systems can help achieve that goal.

Automate Quality Inspection With AI

The advent of machine vision in the 1980s was a boon to automated assembly. Vision systems can check
for the presence or absence of parts; measure part alignment and dimensions; look for scratches and other
�aws; read codes and alphanumeric characters; and even provide guidance for robots. Now, arti�cial
intelligence promises to take machine vision to the next level. Unlike traditional image-processing software,
which relies on task-speci�c algorithms, deep learning software uses a multilayer network of neural self-
learning algorithms to recognize good and bad parts. Learn all about it in this info center. 

 

ASSEMBLY PODCASTS
Raymond Corp.: Progression Through
Strong Core Values and Smart
Technology

If you’ve ever visited a warehouse or distribution center, chances
are good that you’ve seen a bright-red machine from The Raymond
Corp. roving between aisles or scurrying in and out of truck trailers.
Raymond is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of forklifts,
pallet jacks and other material handling technology. We’re joined by
Geof Bissell, director of operations at the Muscatine plant. We chat
about the company’s core values, environmental management
efforts, and application of smart technology.

NVH Testing With ACS

Automotive engineers have been tackling unwanted vehicle noise for decades. Squeaks and rattles can give
an impression of poor quality. Excessive road noise or drivetrain vibration can deter from the overall driving
experience. Reducing noise, vibration and harshness—or NVH—is even more challenging with electric
vehicles, which are quieter than gas-powered vehicles. We sit down with Randy Rozema, mechanical
engineer and principal at ACS, to discuss how automakers can use acoustics and vibration testing to
improve EV design. 

 

Where Is Orbital and Radial Riveting Process Technology Headed?

Orbital and radial riveting is moving towards servo control due to increased demand for process intelligence
to validate successful assembly. The process data gained will be leveraged to improve the planning and
e�ciency of equipment preventive maintenance. 

 

ASSEMBLY TV

Urban Air Mobility

Picture a �ying taxi able to whisk passengers to their chosen
destination within minutes, not hours. A noiseless aircraft free
from carbon emissions, capable of vertical takeoff and landing in
the heart of a major city. What once sounded like a scene out of
a science-�ction novel is cruising toward reality. Learn more in
this video.

caption
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FROM THE EDITOR

CONTACT
John

I nnovation is a principal driver of U.S. economic growth. In
2022, the U.S. will spend nearly $600 billion on research

and development—more than any other country in the
world and more than 25 percent of the world’s total. As a
whole, the U.S. ranks third on the World Intellectual Property
Organization’s Global Innovation Index.

But, certain states deserve more credit than others for
America’s dominance in the tech era. These states continue
to grow innovation through investments in education,
research and business creation, especially in highly
specialized industries.

To recognize the nation’s biggest contributors, the
personal-�nance website WalletHub compared the 50
states and the District of Columbia across 22 key indicators
of innovation-friendliness. The metrics were grouped into
two categories: “human capital” and “innovation
environment.” The former included metrics such as share of
STEM professionals and projected STEM-job demand by
2028. The latter included metrics such as share of
technology companies, R&D spending per capita, and net
migration (the net number of people moving to or from a
state per 1,000 residents).

Each metric was graded on a 100-point scale, with a score
of 100 representing the most favorable conditions for
innovation. The company then determined each state’s
weighted average across all metrics to calculate its “State
Innovation Index” and used the resulting scores to rank-
order the sample.

Data used to create this ranking were collected from the
U.S. Census Bureau, Bureau of Labor Statistics, National
Science Foundation, National Center for Education
Statistics, U.S. Patent and Trademark Of�ce, Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation, Gust.com, Tax Foundation, Consumer
Technology Association, U.S. Cluster Mapping Project,
Projections Central—State Occupational Projections, The
Computing Technology Industry Association,
BroadbandNow, Code.org Advocacy Coalition, and National
Venture Capital Association.

Washington has the highest share of STEM professionals
of any state. That helped the Evergreen State to rank third
in a recent compilation of the country’s most innovative
places. Photo courtesy Boeing

The top 10 most innovative states are as follows:

1. District of Columbia, 76.00

2. Massachusetts, 73.66

3. Washington, 68.86

4. Maryland, 65.01

5. Colorado, 64.15

6. Virginia, 63.11

7. California, 61.54

8. Delaware, 55.40

9. New Hampshire, 54.66

10. Utah, 52.51

The 10 least innovative states are as follows:

42. Oklahoma, 33.24

43. Kentucky, 32.77

44. Iowa, 32.18

45. South Dakota, 31.51

46. Nebraska, 28.85

47. Arkansas, 29.22

48. West Virginia, 28.81

49. North Dakota, 28.58

50. Louisiana, 21.3

51. Mississippi, 20.07

Washington has the highest share of STEM professionals, 10.65 percent, which is three times higher than in Mississippi, the lowest
at 3.55 percent. The District of Columbia has the highest share of technology companies, 8.19 percent, which is 3.1 times higher
than in North Dakota, the lowest at 2.62 percent. New Mexico has the highest R&D intensity, 7.02 percent, which is 17.6 times
higher than in Wyoming, the lowest at 0.4 percent.

Not happy with your state’s ranking? Fortunately, there are ways that state policymakers can facilitate innovation.

“Innovation tends to have signi�cantly positive geographical spillovers—meaning �rms, institutions, or individuals at close
locations bene�t from frequent collaborations,” says Tian Heong Chan, Ph.D., assistant professor at Emory University. “So
fostering some kind of innovation hub…would be a good start. I also think that the presence of maker spaces or coding spaces,
where young kids can play and tinker with building products and software codes, is useful to encourage innovation from a young
age.”

The researchers also found that investments in innovation have increased during the pandemic.

“Recent reports show that U.S. companies raised nearly $330 billion from venture capitalists in 2021, which is nearly double the
previous record in 2020,” points out Johnathan R. Cromwell, Ph.D., assistant professor at the University of San Francisco. “So if
anything, it seems that investments have only increased during the pandemic. If you look back in history, this is not actually that
surprising. Wartime crises spurred innovation during the Civil War and WWII. An energy crisis spurred innovation in the
refrigeration industry in the 19th century. And, the climate crisis is spurring radical innovations across numerous industries today.
…Every crisis brings new consumer demands to light, which presents new opportunities to solve problems and build new
businesses.”

Where does your state rank? To view the full report, click here.
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PRODUCTS

Mission-Critical Industrial Casters

Endurance casters are intentionally over-engineered for
mission-critical, 24/7-operation applications where
replacement is cost prohibitive and failure is not an option.
Each caster has a maximum load rating of 1,000 pounds,
and is designed with forged kingpinless construction and
heat-treated raceways in a small form factor. The series
includes 3.5-, 4- and 5-inch-diameter wheels and a 2.5-
inch-by-3.625-inch mounting plate. To achieve the highest
load rating and durability, the casters feature thicker-than
standard legs and 2-inch-wide wheels (compared to the
normal 1.25 inches wide). The casters come in single-wheel,
dual-wheel, stainless steel and high heat versions. Their
higher upfront cost is offset in the long run by high quality,
reliable performance and long service life.

Hamilton Caster & Manufacturing Co.

888-699-7164

www.hamiltoncaster.com

In-Place Gasket for Automotive Electronics

Loctite AA 5885 is a cured-in-place gasketing product
designed to protect sensitive automotive electrical
components. It is a one-part polyacrylate adhesive that
bonds to most metals and plastics, cures with UV light in
less than 30 seconds, and can be compressed in an
assembly immediately after application to minimize cycle
time. This lets customers increase production ef�ciency,
while reducing energy consumption. When uncured, the
liquid can be repeatably pumped onto parts with complex
shapes and geometries. Once cured, the gasket offers
structure and softness, along with lasting durability even
when exposed to high-pressure water spray, automotive
�uids or the high temperatures of the underhood
environment. Common applications include electronic
control unit module housings, battery packs, engine and
transmission control modules, fuse boxes, actuators and
sensing systems.

Henkel Corp.

908-685-7000

www.henkel.com

Robotic Paint System

By using the EcoPaintJet Pro system, automotive
manufacturers can automatically paint complex body
parts, vertical surfaces or A and C pillars with high-edge
de�nition, but without overspray or masking. Companies
can use the system to apply different types of water-based
color paint, contrasting colors on roofs or pillars, and two-
tone stripe designs or letterings. The precise interaction of
the system’s high-tech robotics, applicator, cleaning
process and software ensures maximum precision and
energy ef�ciency, while using minimal paint and solvent.
An intricate nozzle plate on the applicator actually applies
the paint. Within the plate are several dozen nozzles, each
with a diameter of 0.1 millimeter, that dispense paint in
parallel streams up to 25 millimeters thick. Camera-based
sensors measure the body and check the spray pattern
during application, ensuring that 100 percent of the paint
lands on the surface without any material loss.

Dürr Systems Inc.

248-450-2225

www.durr.com

Intelligent Magnetic Grippers

Magswitch E-Series intelligent magnetic grippers feature
non-marring polymer offsets that enable safe, fast, and
effective gripping of Class-A (visible) surfaces without
blemishing them. Once the part is secured, gripper
magnetism is reduced to zero so ferrous particles fall off
and ensure a clean surface. Common applications include
automotive assembly, white goods and heavy industrial
manufacturing, electronic assembly, bin picking,
measuring, ergonomic lift-assist, stamping, resistance spot
welding and cobot work in cells (using model E30). Unlike
electromagnets and electropermanent magnets, the
grippers use proprietary switching technology to reduce
energy consumption, quicken actuation and provide
‘correct-or-incorrect-part’ feedback to the robot arm. Also,
because the grippers are smaller than electromagnets,
they reduce EOAT size so manufacturers can use a smaller
robot in an application.

Festo Corp.

800-993-3786

www.festo.ca
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SEE IT AT

Edge Roller Conveyor Optimizes
Small and Light-Load Assembly

W ithin the world of assembly there are several specialties. Among the most popular ones are medical devices, electronics
and consumer products, all of which require small and light-load automation. Last fall, Dorner Manufacturing Corp.

introduced an edge-roller-technology conveyor platform, the ERT 150, that is speci�cally designed for all three specialties.

According to the company, advanced edge rollers driven by a patent-pending linear gearbox enable the conveyor’s pallets to
move smoothly and energy e�ciently. Another helpful feature is the conveyor’s open design, which eliminates the concern of
small parts or screws dropping into rollers and causing damage or jamming.

The conveyor’s electrically conductive polyamide rollers measure 24 millimeters in diameter on 32-millimeter centers. They are
easily accessible and can be quickly replaced without affecting the remaining portion of the conveyor. Standard pallet widths
range from 160 to 320 millimeters.

Conveyor width is 80 to 480 millimeters, and its length ranges from 128 to 2,432 millimeters in 64-millimeter increments.
Conveyors longer than 1,216 millimeters feature two brushless DC gearmotors that can be located anywhere along the conveyor
at 128-millimeter increments.

As for capacity, the conveyor handles loads up to 35 pounds per pallet. It can move the pallet forward or in reverse at a speed of
up to 37 meters per minute.

To increase motor-positioning �exibility, the conveyor’s gearbox allows for zone and slip-roller operation. Simply removing a
lower gear creates independent zones, while non-contact zone control eliminates pallet stops and costly pneumatic valves.
Conversely, slip rollers can be used for full length runs with conventional pneumatic pallet stops.

The conveyor has a clear anodized aluminum frame with either a �ush or T-slot design. Several automation modules are
available, including lift and transfer, lift and locate, lift and rotate, turn and transfer corner, and pallet pusher.

Finally, Dorner says its ERT 150 has earned an ISO Standard 14644-1 Class 4 rating for cleanrooms that require a conveyor
capable or little or no back-pressure accumulation. This rating means the conveyor does not contribute to the contamination of
cleanrooms.

For more information on conveyors, click www.dornerconveyors.com or visit the company’s booth at The ASSEMBLY Show.
Dorner Manufacturing is one of many suppliers of conveyors that will be exhibiting at the show, which will take place Oct. 25-27
at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center in Rosemont, IL. Besides suppliers of conveyors, you’ll �nd 225 suppliers of motion
control technology, parts feeders, fastening tools, software and other assembly technologies.  For more information, visit
www.theassemblyshow.com.

The open design of the ERT 150 conveyor eliminates the concern of small parts or screws dropping into rollers and causing damage or
jamming. Photo courtesy Dorner Manufacturing Corp.
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ASSEMBLY LINES
Machine Learning Project Aims to Improve

Production Processes
CHEMNITZ, Germany—Engineers at the
Fraunhofer Institute are using arti�cial intelligence
and machine learning technology to make
manufacturing processes more e�cient. The goal
of the R&D effort is to make production faster and
more sustainable.

“Modern machines �tted with extensive sensors
supply an increasing amount of data, resulting in
huge optimization potential for production by
means of data analysis using arti�cial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning (ML),” says Christian
Frey, manager of the Machine Learning for
Production (ML4P) project. Arti�cial intelligence and machine learning technology can make

manufacturing processes more ef�cient. Photo courtesy Fraunhofer Institute
for Factory Operation and Automation

According to Frey, the process model is divided into several phases that build upon one another. The �rst step is to analyze the
current state of the production process.

Based on the results, the Fraunhofer engineers identify potential areas for optimization, set targets and develop a concept for
implementing ML4P. In the next step, they examine whether the concept can actually be implemented with the available
machinery and their data, and how it lines up with objectives.

Engineers are actively involved and contribute their knowledge about all steps of the process, including the speci�c tasks and
interactions of the machines. The expert knowledge is integrated into the ML4P pipeline, which learns a process model from
machine data. Implementation and test operations follow afterwards. Eventually, the process model is deployed and daily
production begins.

The software suite offers a range of tools for implementing ML-optimized production, including generic tools for typical tasks
such as monitoring a machine’s operating state. These are compatible with a number of industrial communication interfaces
such as OPC UA (Open Platform Communications Uni�ed Architecture). Wherever possible, the Fraunhofer engineers tried to
avoid using proprietary software protocols, relying instead on established standards and programming interfaces.

Once put into operation, each module can be customized at any time and use the incoming new data to continuously update the
process model, thus pointing out the potential for further optimization. New machinery can be integrated, in addition to older
machines—including some equipment that is 30 or 40 years old.

“It is not so much about the machines, but whether it can provide suitable data; for example if it is equipped with dedicated
sensors,” says Lars Wessels, ML4P deputy project manager. “Smaller companies can also apply ML4P, even if they only want to
optimize speci�c parts of a manufacturing process.”

“Many companies are still skeptical about the use of AI or ML, because they have not yet recognized the enormous potential
that machine learning offers for production,” adds Frey. “However, [our] modular platform provides transparency, �exibility and
scalability, thus reducing the barrier to entry. For the �rst time, [manufacturers] have the opportunity to experience the full
optimization potential that machine learning can bring to production.”

American Welding Society Launches
“Metal America” YouTube Series

MIAMI—The American Welding Society (AWS) has
launched a new video series on YouTube entitled “Metal
America.” The show highlights unique careers and
companies in the welding and metal fabrication
industries.

From automated welding robots to roller coaster
fabrication, each 10- to 15-minute episode follows AWS’
Stephanie Hoffman as she visits fabricators across the
country, including shops, schools and shipbuilders. She
joins welders as they work on their projects, getting a
behind-the-scenes look and crash course into their
methods and procedures.

“The American Welding Society Foundation promotes the
incredible career opportunities available in the welding
industry, but until a person sees it for [himself], it’s hard to
envision what it’s like to be in a metal fabrication shop or
large manufacturing facility,” says Monica Pfarr, executive
director of the AWS Foundation. “With this series, we
hope to peel back the curtain to show what it’s like to
work in various careers within the welding industry.”

“Metal America” highlights unique careers and companies in the welding
and metal fabrication industries. Photo courtesy American Welding
Society

Companies pro�led include Fire & Safety Services, Plain�eld, NJ; Arc+Flame School, Rochester, NY; Trident Precision
Manufacturing, Webster, NY; Path Robotics, Columbus, OH; Clermont Steel Fabricators, Batavia, OH; Mill Mechanical, Monroe,
OH; and Philly Shipyard Inc., Philadelphia.

“It has been amazing to visit each one of these companies, where people come to work each day with a huge smile on their
faces and then get to work building some of the most rad machines and products on the planet,” notes Hoffman. “They are an
inspiration and proof that manufacturing in America is not only making a comeback, but thriving.”

Bosch Rexroth Acquires Kassow Robots
COPENHAGEN—Bosch Rexroth Corp. has acquired a majority
stake in Kassow Robots ApS. The company specializes in seven-
axis cobots that can work in tight spaces in a wide variety of
applications.

“Collaborative industrial robots are another important building
block for the versatile factory of the future,” says Marc Wucherer,
Ph.D., the member of Bosch Rexroth’s executive board who
oversees sales and factory automation. “There is a huge demand
for �exible robotic systems. In the coming years, the market for
cobots is expected to grow by 15 percent to 20 percent annually.”

According to Wucherer, only the �oors, ceilings and walls will be
stationary and �xed in the factory of the future. Everything else will
be interchangeable and �exible.

“We want to take advantage of this potential and expand our
portfolio with collaborative [machines] from Kassow Robots,”
explains Wucherer. “This will bene�t, in particular, our customers in
the consumer goods and mobility industry, including battery and
semiconductor production.”

Bosch Rexroth Corp. has acquired a majority stake in Kassow
Robots ApS. Photo courtesy Kassow Robots ApS

“With Bosch Rexroth, we have found a partner that is an international leader in factory automation [that] can help us expand our
business activities,” adds Kristian Kassow, founder and managing director of Kassow Robots. “This will enable us to open up new
markets for our cobot portfolio.”

Since launching its �rst two cobots in 2019, Kassow’s line of products has grown to �ve models. The machines offer reaches
from 850 to 1,800 millimeters, payloads from 5 to 18 kilograms and can achieve joint speeds of up to 225 degrees per second.

BMW Releases Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

MUNICH—BMW AG has published the
world’s largest data set to streamline and
signi�cantly accelerate arti�cial
intelligence (AI) applications in
manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object
Recognition Dataset for Industries)
consists of more than 800,000
photorealistic images. They are divided
into 80 categories of production
resources, from pallets and pallet cages
to forklifts, and include objects of
particular relevance to automotive
engineering and logistics.

BMW’s arti�cial intelligence data set contains more than 800,000 photorealistic images
divided into 80 production categories. Illustration courtesy BMW AG

“The BMW Group has been using arti�cial intelligence since 2019,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production
system, planning, tool and plant engineering. “AI has already been utilized in various quality assurance applications in production
at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-e�cient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. He says the integrated digital labels enable basic image
processing tasks to be carried out, such as classi�cation, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production.
BMW’s partners in the project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data nonmanually, the simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system and the AI
training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech O�ce allows any
number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic HD quality and used in the creation of highly robust AI
models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to
maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.
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Symphoni is a compact, self-contained, pre-engineered automated assembly cell. Photo courtesy ATS Automation

Servo-Driven Modules Simplify Setup of
Assembly Systems

THINGS5

1
Symphoni from ATS Automation is a compact, self-contained, pre-engineered automated assembly cell. Equipped with standard
servo-controlled devices, including a high-speed delta robot, the cell can be con�gured to make a wide range of products, from
simple two-piece assemblies to complex products having dozens of components and specialized processes. Systems are easily
scaled to meet changing needs as a product progresses through its life cycle: from low-volume samples to high-volume
production.

The motions of handling and assembly components are governed by electronic camming and are, therefore, fully �exible and
digitally con�gurable. Adjustments to electronic cam pro�les can be made at any time through the HMI. Different products
requiring different assembly sequences and different motion pro�les can run on the same system with menu-based selection.

A central “master cam” serves as an electronic line shaft, synchronizing motions system-wide, while individual stations in
individual modules remain locally con�gured and controlled. The position, velocity, and acceleration of all devices are speci�ed at
1 millisecond intervals.

Assembly systems can be con�gured with whatever number of modules and stations are required to assemble the given
product. Each module controls its own automation equipment while synchronizing to the system’s electronic master cam. 
The coordinated multi-axis motion control is managed by the Symphoni OS embedded in each module. Engineers easily set up
station operations through a high-level, Excel-based con�guration tool—the same tool used to visualize and validate station
operation via Solidworks simulations.

The Symphoni HMI grants password-protected access to quali�ed users to make system-wide con�gurations, including
con�guration and selection of recipes; selection of machine rate; adjustment of pallet and pick-and-place positions (in 0.01-
millimeter increments); and modi�cation of tool motions and servo pro�les.

The workhorse of Symphoni technology is its versatile, high-speed delta robot. When equipped with servo-driven end-effectors, it
can pick up randomly oriented parts and rotate them to a precise radial position with friction-free contact. When equipped with
an optional tilt axis, it can invert parts or carry out assembly tasks at selectable angles.

Unlike general-use delta robots, the Symphoni robot can handle high forces. Its arms have been optimized through �nite element
analysis for minimum mass and maximum strength, giving it the nimbleness to stroke at high rates and the power for heavy-duty
operations. The robot is also easy to use. Its motions are con�gured with selectable pro�les preprogrammed for common
assembly tasks. Up to two Symphoni robots can be pre-packaged in a module.  

Most assembly systems feature pick-and-place stations in which components received from external feed systems are placed
onto a pallet or assembled to another component. The robot coordinates its own movements with the numerically controlled
movements of other devices, such as ATS’ SuperTrak linear-motor based conveyor or its RSM rotating disc. The robot can cycle
at up to 200 strokes per minute.  

For ultra-high-output applications, two or more identically con�gured robots can operate in parallel, achieving production rates of
more than 1,000 parts per minute.

For more information, click here or visit ATS Automation at The Assembly Show Oct. 25-27 in Rosemont, IL. 

2
This machine automatically welds long seams in cylindrical assemblies formed from sheet metal. Photo courtesy Taylor-Win�eld
Technologies Inc.

Automated System Welds Seams for
Cylindrical Assemblies

Taylor-Win�eld Technologies Inc. has developed an automated system for welding long seams in cylindrical assemblies formed
from sheet metal.

The system can produce a seam weld via induction forging, resistance welding, MIG welding or TIG welding. The system can
weld ferrous or nonferrous metals ranging from 0.052 to 0.077 inch thick. The diameter of the cylinder can be 16 to 20 inches,
and seam length can be 20 to 80 inches.

Welding speeds in excess of 325 inches per minute are possible, and the system can achieve a part-to-part cycle time of 15 to 20
seconds. With robotic assistance, changeover time can be less than 5 minutes. The system automatically adjusts weld seam
overlap. Weld “overthickness” is 10 to 15 percent or less.

Automated features include servo-controlled diameter adjustment and control; part-to-part machine setup and adjustment; weld
parameter storage and retrieval; part positioning and sequencing throughout the system; and system monitoring, fault
identi�cation, part tracking and feedback. A poka-yoke system veri�es the width and length of incoming parts. Robotic loading
and unloading is optional, and the system can be integrated with sheet-metal rolling equipment.

For more information, click here.

3
The LS Hybrid from Weiss North America is a modular linear transfer system that allows engineers to decide which drive
technology best suits each process station in an automated assembly line. Engineers can choose from cam drive, direct drive,
belt drive, or linear motor drive with freely programmable redirection. This �exibility allows each module to be implemented with
the most appropriate drive technology for maximum precision or dynamics to �t each particular process step. 
With the LS Hybrid, assemblers can achieve up to 40 percent shorter cycle times and perform more processes in less space. The
machine can be used in either a horizontal or vertical orientation.

The system’s e-Cam module supports absolute locking without the need and added expense of a locking unit, providing a jerk-
optimized motion pro�le and up to 60 cycles per minute. At the same time, the highly dynamic linear motion module is freely
programmable, allowing for any stop position.

The LS Hybrid is quick and easy to place into operation via Weiss Application Software (WAS). The �exible design permits faster
assembly stations to be served sequentially, while slower stations can be supplied with components in parallel, providing a
signi�cant reduction in transport times. For production environments with nonuniform distribution of processing times between
individual stations, the LS Hybrid can easily compensate for time differences.

With a load capacity of 10 kilograms and a maximum carrier size of 500 millimeters, the LS Hybrid accommodates a wide range
of assembly components. Due to the mechanical interlock, process forces of up to 1,000 newtons can be applied directly to the
tooling carrier without additional support, making it ideal for press-�tting processes.

With the integrated control system and WAS, drives can be commissioned quickly and without special expertise. Format
changes and changeover times are also reduced, since the parameters can be directly adjusted via WAS. This allows small
batch sizes to be implemented.

Productivity is further increased by enabling simultaneous processing of parts without disrupting the overall production �ow, thus
reducing downtime.

For more information, click here or visit Weiss at The Assembly Show Oct. 25-27 in Rosemont, IL.

The LS Hybrid is a modular linear transfer system that allows engineers to decide which drive technology best suits each process station in an
automated assembly line. Photo courtesy Weiss North America

Linear Transfer System Is Customizable

4
ATC Automation has more than four decades of experience designing automated assembly systems for consumer product
manufacturers.

One such OEM recently asked ATC to design and build a fully automatic system to assemble a residential electrical product at a
high rate of speed. The system consists of two cam-based chassis. The subassembly of this multicomponent product begins on
an eight-station rotary indexing dial. The subassembly is then transported to a precision link conveyor, where �nal assembly and
testing is completed. The system is integrated with a variety of parts feeders, intelligent fastening tools, precision dispensing
valves, and welding equipment. Quality checks are performed throughout the process using sensors and vision systems.

When the assembly is complete and all quality checks are veri�ed, the assemblies are fed directly to a third-party packaging
system, which kits and boxes them. ATC also supplied a palletizing system that uses a six-axis robot to stack boxes onto a
pallet.  

For more information, click here or visit ATC Automation at The Assembly Show Oct. 25-27 in Rosemont, IL.

ATC designed and built this fully automatic system to assemble a residential electrical product at a high rate
of speed. Photo courtesy ATC Automation

Automated System Assembles
Electrical Product

5
Contrary to popular belief, assembly systems can be �exible. East Coast systems integrator Demco Automation recently
designed and built a custom automation system to assemble a family of connectors for a medical device. The system can
process some two dozen different styles within the family.

To process all the variations, the system was designed to transfer parts using common features. Demco and the OEM worked
together to analyze the product offering to determine the maximum number of variations that could be processed reliably and
cost-effectively. This approach eliminated low-volume variants with features that would have increased the cost and complexity
of the system. By working together, Demco and its customer minimized project risk, increased system uptime, eliminated tooling
changeover, and met project cost objectives.

Demco’s system features a walking beam transfer system, two vibratory bowl feeders, a part insertion station, off-loading
stations for good and bad parts, and programmable batch counting. Simple and reliable pneumatic mechanisms ensure easy
maintenance. Cycle time is 1.7 seconds.  

The system includes a programmable batch-size feature to prepare work orders for downstream packing and shipping. Parts are
queued in a containment area and dropped into production totes when ready for removal by an operator.

For more information, click here.

This automated assembly system can process some two dozen different styles of connector for a medical device. Photo courtesy Demco
Automation

Cooperation Yields System to Assemble
Product Variants
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ASSEMBLY IN ACTION
GE Healthcare Achieves Lean
Efficiency With AMRs
‘Nothing lasts forever’ is an expression, and a
reality, that manufacturers of all sizes know all
too well. When a product stops working—for
whatever reason—the end-user must either
repair it or replace it. For a large company like
GE Healthcare (GEH), repairing its medical
equipment enables hospitals to simultaneously
save money, maintain operations and provide
the best possible patient care.

Several years ago, GEH consolidated multiple
U.S.-based repair operations into a 280,000-
square-foot facility in West Milwaukee, WI.
Managers there rely on lean and advanced
manufacturing, 3D printing and software
analytics to quickly repair and remanufacture
all types of imaging, diagnostic and patient
monitoring equipment.

The mega center is ISO 13485 and 14001
certi�ed, and fully aligned with the company’s
GE Brilliant Factory platform, which emphasizes
four pillars: automation, novel process
prototyping, informatics and model-based
manufacturing. Equally important, notes Joe
Germait, group lead at GE Healthcare, is
optimizing e�ciency of all operations.

At its mega facility in West Milwaukee, WI, GE Healthcare repairs and remanufactures
all types of imaging, diagnostic and patient monitoring equipment. Photo courtesy
OTTO Motors

Prior to site consolidation, technicians at each repair center pushed carts to move equipment between repair cells, the shipping
area and other technicians. This manual process often resulted in ine�cient material �ow, according to Germait.

In addition, �nished repairs would be added to other types of equipment on the nearest cart before proceeding to shipping. The
problem with this was the �nished repairs often sat on the cart for an extended time prior to reaching the shipping department.

Additionally, bulky carts and �xed infrastructure limited throughput by reducing the amount of available �oor space for productive
repair cells. To overcome these problems, GEH began using several autonomous mobile robots (AMR) made by OTTO Motors.

“OTTO [AMRs] makes our jobs easier,” says Germait. “Space is [limited] in our work areas, so it’s helpful that we call an OTTO on
demand and have it come pick up our parts. The pickup times are short, allowing us to switch to the next part more quickly.
Occasionally, we meet up with an AMR in the aisle-ways, and it goes right around us.”

Germain likes the OTTOs because they get material where it needs to be, when it needs to be there. This is essential, as the
AMRs must deliver parts for more than 2,000 equipment repairs per week.

Material �ow e�ciency is improved, notes Germait, because the robots enable pull-type supply chain management, where
material movement is based on actual demand. However, material handling is not standardized because the facility receives
different-size parts every day, and the parts often need to be delivered to different repair cells.

Worker productivity is also better, according to Germait. After a technician �nishes repairing a part, he or she calls for an AMR,
which, in turn, brings a part to be repaired and takes a �nished part to shipping.

Because OTTO is autonomous, it requires neither a magnetic strip nor a conveyor to move. The AMR is also ‘smart’ enough to
arbitrarily decide on the best route, since the material �ow process can change depending on what parts come in for repair.

Hundreds of technicians work in the West Milwaukee
facility, in repair cells that are 40 percent smaller since
implementing AMRs. Downsizing the cells has also
enabled GEH to increase its productive �oor space by 66
percent and greatly improve throughput per square foot.

“We can analyze the habits of our employees with the data
provided by the OTTOs,” concludes Kyle Smith, business
team leader for refurbishment and harvest at GEHe. “This
is the kind of vital information we need to help improve our
operations [and] deliver repairs as quickly as possible.”

For more information on AMRs, call 844-733-6886 or visit
https://ottomotors.com.

OTTO robots bring parts to be repaired to workers and take �nished
parts to the shipping area. Photo courtesy OTTO Motors

Metrology Equipment Enables Tighter
Tolerance of Aerospace Parts

Supply chain delays continue to plague
manufacturing, leaving companies with limited
options to overcome the problem. The two most
common approaches are to either diversify into
multiple markets or improve one’s product quality
and service.

Gloucestershire, England-based Impcross Ltd. has
been a component manufacturer for the
aerospace industry since 1969, so the �rst option
is not viable. Instead, Impcross focuses solely on
deepening its commitment to world-class
engineering and manufacturing of precision parts
for renowned OEMs like Safran Landing Systems,
GE, UTC Aerospace Systems, Dowty Propellers,
BAE Systems plc, NSK Ltd., Honeywell and Rolls-
Royce.

One way the company achieves this is by investing
heavily in high-quality machine tools. Another way
is through regular user of metrology equipment
made by Mitutoyo Ltd. In fact, two Mitutoyo
coordinate measuring machines (CMMs)—the
BHN 706 and Euro C 7106—have been used daily
for more than 20 years thanks to continual
software updates, and regular calibration and
maintenance.

Part inspection of a stainless steel sleeve guide is done with the Roundtest
RA2200 measuring system. Photo courtesy Mitutoyo Ltd.

Steve Arnold, managing director at Impcross, points out that, on a monthly basis, the company manufactures and inspects more
than 500 different types of aerospace components. This work volume requires the company to run its machine shop and
metrology department 24/5, with full traceability of its production line and inspection procedures.

In 2016, Impcross won a contract to manufacture aluminum reverse thrust valve housings for a defense customer. A critical
feature of the housing is a thread that connects to a hose with a through pressure of 5,000 psi. To guarantee conformity, the
customer supplied Impcross with a Mitutoyo Contracer CV-4500 instrument to measure the thread forms, which have a
tolerance of less than 50 microns.

Impress also manufactures a sleeve guide (more than 200 per month) that works in conjunction with the housing. Made of
stainless steel, the guide has a cylindricity and parallelism tolerance of 1.2 microns over its 127.7-millimeter length. Surface
�nish tolerance is 0.006 to 0.008 millimeter, or 2 microns. Part inspection is done with the Mitutoyo Roundtest RA2200
measuring system.

“The guides are extremely challenging parts, but tight-tolerance work beyond the remit of most manufacturers is our day-to-day
job,” says Matt Coopey, quality inspector at Impcross. “The RA2200 measures these parts with an e�ciency that enables us to
produce and inspect hundreds of them monthly.”

All Mitutoyo metrology equipment used by Impcross is equipped with the supplier’s CAT 1000 software. This software lets
Impcross directly download CAD/CAM �les to equipment from its servers.

For CMMs, datum is easily downloaded and set,
according to each model. A newer Crysta Apex
S7106 CMM complements the BHN 706 and Euro
C 7106 models.

“We won an order to process a family of gyroscope
components in batches of 50,000,” notes Arnold.
“For this high volume, our CMMs use a grid �xture
plate and apply statistical process control to record
data for the client. The CMMs regularly check
more than 50 parts an hour and run 24 hours a
day.

“As a business that captures data at every level,
the Mitutoyo equipment has been integral to our
success,” concludes Arnold. “We have designed
failure out of processes so we can quote with
intelligence, and we risk analyze and manage
every process.”

For more information on CMMs, call 888-648-8869
or visit www.mitutoyo.com. 

Workers at Impcross Ltd. have been using the Euro C 7106 CMM for more than 20
years. Photo courtesy Mitutoyo Ltd.

Siemens Cuts Turbine Engine Repair Time With 3D Printing

A common misconception about big equipment
is that it can’t be environmentally friendly. The
gas turbine engine proves otherwise. It
converts natural gas or other liquid fuels into
mechanical energy, which is then used to drive
a generator that produces electrical energy. As
a result, most coal-�red power plants are being
replaced by natural gas-based turbine power
plants.

Jupiter, FL-based Siemens Energy Inc.
manufacturers gas turbine engines for a wide
range of customers worldwide. Sometimes, the
turbine housings need to be cut open by
Siemens �eld engineers so they can perform
essential maintenance.

Siemens Energy Inc. uses the X7 machine to 3D print all key components for its
circular saws. Photo courtesy Markforged Inc.

Prior to 2019, the engineers cut out the housing with a customized circular saw. This type of device was preferred over a
standard �at-plated circular saw due to the housing’s complex contoured design. The problem, according to Sam Dicpetris,
principle engineer at Siemens Energy, is the customized saws were not always available to engineers.

After purchasing standard circular saws, the company shipped them to job shops in the Philippines for the addition of contour-
adapting plates. All saw components were then shipped back to Florida for reassembly. The process often resulted in engineers
waiting more than three weeks to receive their customized hand tools.

To eliminate these delays, Siemens looked into 3D printing components for its circular saws. In 2019, company engineers began
using the X7 industrial composite 3D printer from Markforged Inc. Prototype and production saw parts are made of Onyx (a nylon
base with chopped carbon �ber) and reinforced with continuous carbon �ber. And engine repairs now take a matter of days
instead of weeks.

“We can make a [saw-adaptor] tool that �ts the exact contour of the things we’re trying to cut, which is different from anything
that you can buy off the shelf,” says Dicpetris. “We can also make custom parts [that] we haven't been able to produce with
traditional methods of manufacturing."

Besides saving time, the X7 printer saves Siemens money while helping it remain cutting edge, so to speak, in a competitive
industry. Dicpetris estimates that the engineering team saved more than $8,000 on the �rst custom circular saw, as well as
hundreds of thousands of dollars on other applications.

Obtaining these bene�ts is the main reason Siemens Energy has since purchased additional 3D printers. Engineers there now
look �rst to using 3D-printed parts to solve problems rather than traditionally fabricated components.

“When you have a plastic part that feels and looks like a plastic part, but has this internal strength of something much different, it
sets everybody up for a shock," notes Dicpetris. “The continuous carbon �ber strength [of the 3D-printed parts] is really
impressive.”

More than 100 engineers at Siemens currently use
the 3D printers, which have little to no downtime.
Dicpetris says the engineers are constantly
exploring new applications for 3D printing to
improve company products and work �ow.

One such project focuses on using the X7 to print
modular �xtures for turbine blades. Two others
involve using a Markforged Metal X system to
create custom parts, and build large amounts of
metal components to meet the company’s need
for fast part turnaround.

For more information on 3D printers, call 866-496-
1805 or visit https://markforged.com.

With the Metal X system, Siemens can quickly print custom metal parts. Photo
courtesy Markforged Inc.
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WELDING REVIEW
Ultrasonic Welders Speed
Assembly of Rapid COVID Tests
John Branscheid // Sales Manager for Italy and Spain // Telsonic AG /Bronschhofen, Stitzerland 

Each test cartridge contains everything necessary,
including solid and liquid reagents, to detect a
speci�c pathogen. Photo courtesy Qiagen

WELDING PRODUCTSW idespread testing is crucial for tracking the
spread of COVID-19. As of April 19, the United

States alone had performed almost 997 million tests for
COVID-19 since the outbreak of the pandemic, the
highest number of any country. Collectively, the top �ve
testing countries—the U.S., United Kingdom, India,
Russia and Spain—have conducted more than 3 billion
tests.

The diagnostic test of choice for COVID-19 is a
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test. It is a molecular
test that analyzes an upper respiratory specimen,
looking for genetic material (ribonucleic acid or RNA) of
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. The PCR
test ampli�es small amounts of RNA from specimens
into deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which is replicated
until SARS-CoV-2 is detectable if present.

The world’s leading supplier of PCR tests for COVID-19 is
German company Qiagen. The company has developed
the compact QIAstat-Dx analyzer, which, in combination
with a test cartridge, enables real-time PCR tests to
quickly detect pathogen nucleic acids in human
biological samples. The instrument can detect more
than 20 pathogens, including COVID-19, in a single run in
just 60 minutes.

Each small test cartridge contains everything necessary,
including solid and liquid reagents, to detect a speci�c
pathogen. The cartridges are simple to handle. A
sample is taken from the patient and inserted into the
cartridge. Only a few steps are required to insert it into
the analyzer. After only one minute, the test can start.

Our customizable tool changers are suitable for high power, high

current welding applications. Using modular energy elements, the tool

changers can be equipped according to your needs making them

a�ordable. Industry standard ISO9409-1 mounting pattern bolts

directly to most robots. Proven durability, even in the toughest

environments.

Zimmer Group US, Inc.

828-855-9722

info.us@zimmer-group.com

www.zimmer-group.com

Zimmer Group WWR Tool Changers for
tough welding jobs

Ultrasonic technology plays a key role in lightweight automotive

construction. New materials and thin-wall technology are used here,

for which the Telsonic SONIQTWIST® ultrasonic welding technology is

ideally suited.  This patented and gentle welding process makes it

possible to reduce the wall thickness of  vehicle bumpers to

approximately 2mm without leaving visible marks on Class A painted

surfaces.  

TELSONIC Ultrasonics Inc.

586 802 0033  

info.us@telsonic.com

www.telsonic.com

Telsonic’s SONIQTWIST® Supports
Lightweight Materials on Autonomous
Vehicles

Qiagen uses a pair of USP750 ultrasonic welders to assemble
PCR test cartridges at its assembly plant in Barcelona, Spain.
Photo courtesy Telsonic AG

Like all medical devices, the test cartridges must meet
high quality standards. To ensure that test liquids do not
leak, the cartridges must be absolutely leak-proof. At the
same time, production costs must remain as low as
possible, since each cartridge can only be used once.

For Qiagen, ultrasonic welding systems are the method
of choice for joining the plastic parts inside the cartridge.
Ultrasonic welding is fast, reliable, cost-effective and
eco-friendly. It obviates the need for adhesives,
connection elements or solvents.

The PCR test is the gold standard for diagnosing COVID-19.
Photo courtesy Qiagen

Looking to improve the quality and e�ciency of  your assembly with

less workers?  Fusion Systems Group has the answer!  We transform

manufacturing processes into turnkey automation systems, providing

years of  cost-e�cient production.  Ready to learn more?  Please visit

our website for examples of  automated systems.

Fusion Systems Group

(440) 946-3300 or (800) 626-9501

info@fusionsystemsgroup.com

www.fusionsystemsgroup.com

Automated Robotic Assembly, Brazing &
Dispensing Machines

Two USP750 ultrasonic welding systems from Telsonic
are now in operation at Qiagen’s assembly plant in
Barcelona, Spain, where the test cartridges are made.
One of the machines was already in use before the
pandemic; the second was added due to increased
demand. Both are housed in sound enclosures that
provide effective shielding for employees. Each day, the
devices assemble some 2,000 cylindrical plastic parts
for the cartridges. The assemblies are secure and leak-
tight.

Welding results are monitored in quality windows and
automatically evaluated both graphically and statistically.
Photo courtesy Telsonic AG

Welding is generally considered the go-to technology for joining high-

amperage wires to lugs. However, customers have recently asked us to

solder these joints because, in speci�c cases, soldering produces

better joints.  Click here to explore when soldering might be better

and the soldering systems mta developed to solder large joints.

mta automation, inc.

(860) 399-1141

Info@mtaautomation.com

https://mtaautomation.com/us/soldering-large-wires/

Are you welding wires that should be
soldered?

Telsonic’s USP ultrasonic welding systems can be used
to join both small and large parts in a variety of
industries. The stable press design can be extended
with modules and operated in combination with a
TelsoFlex controller and MAG generator to provide
maximum process control. A range of welding modes
and trigger types enable optimum ultrasonic processing
of plastic parts. Welding results are monitored in quality
windows and automatically evaluated both graphically
and statistically. This guarantees that the test cartridges
can be manufactured in large quantities with consistent
quality.

RollerDrive technology incorporates a cam with a high gear reduction

to deliver large torque capacities with smaller servo drives. This zero-

backlash design maintains the motor posit ioning accuracy. Output

motions are programmable through servo motor controls in forward or

reverse directions.

Sankyo Automation

937-498-4901

beilert@sankyoautomation.com

www.sankyoautomation.com

RU Series/Welding Cell 
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LEAK TESTING

By Jim Camillo // Senior Editor //
camilloj@bnpmedia.com

Mass �ow, pressure or vacuum decay, and tracer gas snif�ng tests
ensure leak-free performance of all types of home appliances.

Leak Testing Appliances

This automated testing system involves running a unique sniffer probe (white
piece) along metal pipes and compressors at the back of the refrigerator to
check for leaking coolant at the solder joints. Photo courtesy Micropsi Industries

T here is a big difference between squeaky products and leaky products, especially in manufacturing. The former simply
require a little grease, whereas the latter cause a lot of grief—to both the manufacturer and end-user.

Appliance manufacturers, especially, know the importance of making sure their products are leak-free from day one. In some
cases, such as a gas stove, a leak could be deadly.

The leak testing process performed on assembly lines is often time consuming; ranging from a few seconds for small items up
to more than a minute for larger ones. Fortunately, this type of testing is increasingly being automated, especially on high-
volume production lines.

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH (BSH Home Appliances Corp.) is one of the largest home appliance manufacturers in Europe. Recently, it
implemented automated leak testing of each refrigerator made at the company’s plant in Esquíroz, Spain.

The automated system provided by Micropsi Industries consists of an In�con E3000 multi-gas leak detector connected to a
Universal Robots cobot arm. The detector uses an in-house-designed sniffer probe, and MIRAI controls the arm using arti�cial
intelligence (AI) and vision cameras.

Leak testing involves running the probe along metal pipes and compressors at the back of the fridge to check for leaking coolant
at the solder joints. Because the back of each model is unique in terms of position, color, shape and amount of soldering points,
the process was performed manually until early in 2021.

"MIRAI’s machine learning technology [helped us] solve a challenge we could not solve with standard automation technology,"
notes Javier Chasco Echeverria, Industry 4.0 engineer at BSH. "All cycle time, accuracy and key performance indicators have
been reached, improving our productivity and quality."

MIRAI helps a robot perceive its workspace and correct its movement while performing a task. Echeverria says the bene�ts of
using MIRAI at BSH include reliable identi�cation of all inspected solder joints; and real-time response and millimeter-level
precision placement of the probe regardless of joint position, shape or color.

Every appliance leaks somewhat over time, and often at the interface where gas, refrigerant or water enters the appliance. The
challenge for manufacturers is �nding the best equipment to perform the right tests that ensure the leak level never exceeds
performance speci�cations and environmental law limits—be it on a simple coffeemaker or a top-of-the-line refrigerator or
washing machine.

Most Common Methods

After a part is automatically leak tested in the ZEDstation, a green or red light indicates if the part has passed or failed. Photo courtesy
Zeltwanger Leak Testing & Automation

Appliance manufacturers rely on several tried-and-true methods to leak test their products. Most of them—mass �ow, pressure
decay, differential pressure and tracer sni�ng—involve pressurizing the product, isolating it from the pressure source and
carefully observing to detect if any pressure decreases or gas escapes. With vacuum decay, in contrast, the product is evacuated
and then monitored to see if gas �ows into it.

Pressure decay testing effectively detects leak paths by moving air from a high-pressure area to a low-pressure one. Any
reduction in pressure over time is displayed as a pressure change rate. Or, the volumetric leakage rate can be calculated from
the pressure reduction.

In the differential pressure leak test, a reference volume is pressurized along with the test part. A transducer reads any pressure
differential that develops over time between the leaking part and the nonleaking reference.

According to test-equipment suppliers, differential pressure testing is well-suited to applications requiring relatively high test
pressures. In addition, it typically provides higher sensitivity, more repeatability and faster test times than pressure decay
testing.

Similar to pressure decay, mass �ow testing is based on the ideal gas law, where volume and temperature changes affect the
pressure in the part as much as the loss of air. Many engineers prefer mass �ow testing because of the advanced capabilities of
today’s measurement instruments. These instruments provide fast response times and accurate leak rates for all types and
sizes of components and �nished appliances.

Tracer gas sniff leak testing is recommended for critical components with low leak rate requirements. The advantage of this
testing is it is unaffected by temperature or pressure changes occurring inside the part. However, the test’s sensitivity can be
affected by uncontrolled atmospheric trace gas that creates background noise.

The simplest tracer gas testing method involves using a handheld sniffer to identify leak location after air is evacuated from the
part and replaced with a tracer gas (e.g., helium or forming gas) under pressure. A more controlled test methodology is trace gas
accumulation, where a part is placed in a chamber and gas is accumulated in a �xed volume. The change in gas concentration
within the chamber is then measured.

Vacuum leak testing tends to provide better repeatability because it is less sensitive to environmental variables created by
temperature changes. A vacuum leak detector often requires less time to reach a stable test pressure, is less susceptible to
potential instability of tested parts, and offers shorter cycle times than tests in many pressure decay applications.

Cosmo Solutions Technology Inc. has made leak-testing equipment since 1970, for manufacturers of appliances like washers,
dryers, refrigerators, freezers, hot water tanks, and gas ranges and grills. The company specializes in equipment for differential
pressure decay, mass �ow and laminar (not turbulent) �ow testing.

Rich Johnson, service manager and sales and application engineer at Cosmo, says that laminar �ow is a secondary test for
appliance manufacturers, used only to measure the �ow rate of water, not water leakage. The company’s main air leak tester,
the LS-R902, performs differential pressure decay testing with high sensitivity. It is used to ensure zero water leakage in ice
makers, water dispensers, washing machines and steam clean dryers.

“Manufacturers regularly use the LS-R902 to test appliance subcomponents," notes Johnson. “Examples include a range top
valve/burner, oven valve/burner system, gas regulators and gas line connections. As for fully assembled appliances, the tester is
used to check for leaks in line connections for natural gas, propane, and water.”

Introduced in 2018, the LS-R902 features a color LCD touchscreen �lled with intuitive and user-friendly icons. Engineers can
select any of six measurements (simple, standard, waveform, etc.) for an application. A USB driver lets them download and
upload testing recipes as needed. The tester also offers Ethernet capability.

“The process of leak testing appliances is not any more challenging for manufacturers than testing other products, per se, but
their focus is to always perform high-quality testing while maintaining assembly line throughout,” explains Jacques Hoffmann,
president of InterTech Development Co. “Customers use our pressure decay and mass �ow testers at the functional level for
appliances like tankless water heaters, and water �lters and valves.”

Hoffmann says that helium and tracer gas testing tends to be used for leaks from 10-1 to 10-4 millibar liters per second (mbar l/s)
or standard cubic centimeters per minute (scc/m). Pneumatic leak testing is more suitable for leaks from 10-5 to 10-7 scc/m.

The M1075 leak tester from InterTech is equipped with a small mass-�ow sensor that can speed up testing by as much as 30
percent. Hoffmann says this is because the sensor has a much faster reaction and recovery time back to zero than larger
sensors, and it requires a much lower pressure drop across the sensor to obtain a measurable �ow. FastFill and Ex-Heat features
speed-up testing of large volumes.

The tester stores 40 million test results and 99 test programs, and it can be operated as a stand-alone instrument or interfaced
with a PLC or PC. Other standard features include a bar code scanner interface, simpli�ed calibration, Ethernet/IP connectivity,
real-time test cycle displays, and a touchscreen control panel.

Components in Focus

The M1075 leak tester is equipped with a multi-function control panel, and a small mass-�ow sensor that can speed up testing by as much as
30 percent. Photo courtesy InterTech Development Co.

Key appliance components include coils, compressors, digital controls, evaporators, �lters, motors, pumps, sensors and
switches. Most are leak tested individually, although some also get retested during the �nal testing of an assembled appliance.
In general, individual testing makes it easier to reach critical joints and connections within the components.

Tier 1 appliance suppliers often use equipment from Pfeiffer Vacuum Inc. to leak test many of the components used in
refrigeration systems, says John McLaren, senior product applications manager for leak detection at Pfeiffer. Motors and pumps
may be tested as well, but only if they’re enclosed within the appliance.

Equipment from Zeltwanger Leak Testing & Automation is used for pressure decay, differential pressure and mass �ow testing
of components using air or tracer gas (mass spectroscopy), notes Thomas Schwoerer, company president. In coffeemakers and
dishwashers, for example, end-users test for leaks in the channels where water is delivered to a heating element.

“All of these larger components are tested separately to ensure that no water enters them during operation,” says Cosmo’s
Johnson. “Microelectric parts are tested as well so no moisture leaks into them.”

Hoffmann points out that InterTech units are not used for end-of-line leak testing of washing machines. However, his company’s
equipment is regularly used for online and functional testing of water pumps, gas valves, shower and compensating valves (per
ASME requirements), and the batteries used in portable appliances. One example is electric toothbrushes, with testing done to
determine the battery’s water-resistance level, typically either IP67 or IP68.

Some of today’s appliances have unique features to enhance their appeal to consumers. One example is automatic steam
cleaning of ovens. The components of this cleaning system require leak testing as well.

“Select models of washers and dryers are now offering wrinkle-free cleaning and drying of clothes,” explains Johnson. “To
achieve this, the appliances’ hot and cold lines must be completely free of leaks. Testing the valves on each is the only way to
ensure that.”

Johnson adds that the more leak testing done on an appliance, the higher its production cost and eventual store price. Testing
costs include setup time, labor, and everything equipment related, such as its purchase price, maintenance, and all required
electricity, air, tracer gas and other consumables.

“How and where the leak testing equipment is setup on the line is key for both e�ciency and cost-effectiveness,” says Johnson.
“Many companies have the equipment positioned in the ceiling, with hoses running down to just above the line, within easy reach
of operators. They also have 360-degree access to the product being tested.

“Once the product stops at the worker station, he or she connects one or more hoses to the product, with each hose having a
quick coupler at its end. The worker foot or hand activates the automated test, which can last anywhere from 20 seconds to 1
minute. A green or red light is then displayed, indicating whether the appliance has passed or failed the test.”

Pfeiffer leak testers are extensively used in fully automated, semiautomated and manual testing of refrigeration systems and
their components, such as valves and brazed �ttings. According to McLaren, components that undergo vacuum leak testing may
be �rst placed in a chamber, if the manufacturer feels that method is the best.

However, McLaren is quick to point out that appliance manufacturers rarely pull their products off the line to randomly sample
leak test them. Johnson concurs, but says he knows of one gas range maker that does this for leak test auditing purposes.

Fast, precise and repeatable testing is possible with the Pfeiffer ASM 306S leak detector, regardless of whether helium or
forming gas is used as the tracer gas. It is designed for continuous use on production lines, and offers a high sensitivity of 10-7

mbar l/s.

McLaren says the device helps refrigerator and air conditioner manufacturers perform leakage control using sni�ng
measurements before the �nal refrigerant gas charge. Another bene�t is its ergonomic high-�ow sniffer probe, which an
operator can comfortably hold during an entire work shift. The probe comes with various hose lengths to easily adapt to any
application, and cables can be independently exchanged from the probe itself.

The ZEDstation, by Zeltwanger, enables high-volume leak testing of components as varied as water distributors, pumps, valves
and �ttings, and compressors. Measuring methods include relative pressure (single or multi channel), mass �ow rate and
differential pressure, in combination with �xtures, a bell test or accumulation chambers.

“Customers can combine leak and functional tests as they need to, using air or tracer gas, and the station’s modular design
allows for quick changeover with different test parts,” explains Schwoerer. “Each part is loaded in the �xture manually or by a
robot for a fully automated test. A green or red light is then displayed, indicating that the part has either passed or failed. After
the part is ejected, leak rate data is displayed on the station’s large touchscreen. More than 1 million test results can be stored
for future reference, or transmitted via Industrial Internet of Things protocols for full traceability.”

Staying Current

Fast, precise and repeatable testing is possible with the ASM 306S leak detector. Photo courtesy Pfeiffer Vacuum Inc.

Like manufacturers in other industries, those that make appliances must meet increasingly tough leak speci�cations, safety
standards and environmental regulations. Johnson points out that, over the past 30 years, ANSI has lowered its maximum-
allowable-leak rate for natural gas from 1.2 ml/m to 0.12 ml/m. On the water side, the current general guideline is 1.5 ml/m.

“Today’s advanced testing equipment helps manufacturers meet these changing specs and standards, be they from ASME,
ANSI or IP,” says Hoffmann. “We also have a lab with engineers who regularly work with our appliance manufacturer customers
to help them best meet the specs and standards.”

“Manufacturers usually know more about these requirements than we do,” acknowledges Schwoerer. “IP rates, for example,
measure water resistance instead of an actual leak rate. We dialogue with the customer to help them convert the IP rate to
scc/m.”

Keeping track of new refrigerants is another challenge for appliance manufacturers. Old refrigerants like R12, R22 and R134 have
been replaced with R134A and R404A. R134A is a hydro�uorocarbon that can be used in home appliances, commercial
refrigeration and chillers. R-404A is for packaged air conditioners; commercial air conditioning, vending machines and freezers;
and vehicle-mounted refrigerators.

“The main thing to know about new refrigerants, on the testing side, is how their molecule size affects leak rates,” says Johnson.
“Also important is realizing that the new refrigerant has tougher leak speci�cations, especially for AC-related products, in order to
extend their wear life.”

According to McLaren, in refrigerators, R134A cannot leak more than 0.1 ounce per year. If it does, the appliance will
automatically stop functioning properly. Therefore, it is in the appliance makers’ best interest to meet the tighter leak specs.
Doing so can also signi�cantly reduce customer complaints and warranty issues.

On the technology side, suppliers continue to improve equipment accuracy, repeatability and sensitivity, aka the minimum
detectable leak rate. Pure helium offers the most sensitivity for tracer-gas leak testing, but is getting more expensive due to
limited availability, says McLaren.

“The cost of helium will rise again as a result of the war between Ukraine and Russia, which is where one of the largest helium
processing facilities in the world is located,” concludes McLaren. “Thankfully, forming gas, which is 5 percent hydrogen and 95
percent nitrogen, is an effective and more economical alternative to helium. It offers nearly no loss in sensitivity and can be
bought premixed, thereby eliminating any concerns of handling pure hydrogen.”
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Managers should address the
mental aspects of assembly work
as much as the physical aspects.

Cognitive Ergonomics of Assembly Work

Work instructions ensure that assemblers follow standards. Photo
courtesy Volvo Cars

W hile assembly work has always been physically demanding, little is known about the overall consequences of cognitive
loading on assemblers’ performance, well-being, and the speed and quality of production. Cognitive under- or overloading

can cause a lack of focus or distraction on one hand, or overwhelm on the other.

To learn more, we conducted a study to understand how work conditions affect cognitive demands and performance.
Speci�cally, we wanted to learn the demands and resources that in�uence cognitive workload and performance in assembly
work.

The study consisted of semi-structured interviews with 50 assemblers at three Swedish manufacturing companies: two
automotive OEMs (Company A and Company B) and one automotive components supplier (Company C). The interviews were
conducted individually at each company’s assembly plant. The workers represented a variety of experience levels, genders and
ages. The questions were formulated to probe individuals’ work experience, understanding of their work tasks, what they
perceived as enabling or hindering their work, and how the products or production tasks and work environment affected their
ability to perceive signals, recall information from memory, solve problems and make decisions.

With few exceptions, all the assemblers worked on paced assembly lines with a speci�ed takt time, which limited how long they
could spend carrying out any assembly task. For most, the work day consisted of several time-limited rotations at a particular
workstation, where they would perform assembly work from 20 minutes to a couple of hours, before switching to another
station.

At the parts supplier, most products were similar and produced in batches. At the OEMs, each individual vehicle came with
custom speci�cations that required assemblers familiarize themselves with how to assemble various options. This could involve
selection of components and materials, dealing with packaging, moving objects from material racks to the line, and attaching
components with one or more tools. Parts could be very heavy, occasionally requiring the use of lifting devices or pneumatic
tools.

Despite the interview focus on cognitive loading, the interviewees emphasized that they considered assembly work to be much
more physically than mentally straining. Most assemblers felt that assembly was manageable, and that the main challenge was
exposure to heavy or repetitive physical loading, leading to fatigue and cumulative injury.

Cognitive Demands
The authors identi�ed four main sources of
cognitive stress on the assembly line: time
pressure, decision making, product complexity and
environment.Source: Chalmers University of
Technology

We identi�ed a variety of cognitive demands on assemblers. One of the biggest is time pressure. Assemblers are acutely aware
of the time needed to complete a task. Indeed, in most companies, a visible clock is counting down the time to start assembling
the next product. Cycle times at paced workstations vary from 1.5 to 7 minutes. Novice assemblers, in particular, viewed this
countdown as a source of stress and a distraction from focusing on the work at hand.

At Companies A and B, the occurrence of product variants with unexpected assembly requirements was mentioned as having a
large impact on the time needed to complete a task. The feeling of running out of time could cause one assembler to work more
carelessly: “When you’re behind, mistakes come, because you more or less throw in the screws and washers,” reported one
assembler. “Whether or not it’s the wrong way round, I have to hurry on to the next one.”

Time pressure is also related to production linr disturbances, such as a machine failure. The resulting delay could cause great
frustration. Interviewees from Company C reported that they were motivated to catch up with the tempo after production
problems occurred. Another assembler mentioned the occasional need to measure components, such as beams, to ensure
tolerances: “Sometimes we have to measure beams, and that’s super complicated. You also have to build all the other stuff, too,
with the clock ticking. It’s a thing you don’t want to do, start calculating math while you’re supposed to be building.”

In a worst-case scenario, activities that assemblers would need to �t into the available cycle time could include interpreting
instructions, handling missing or faulty components, dealing with assemblies with poor �t, addressing queries from colleagues
(or extending queries of their own), and generally needing to be quick-thinking and aware of what was coming next: “You always
need to stay one vehicle ahead, in your mind, even as you’re handling heavy loads.”

Assemblers also mentioned that some degree of rapid decision-making was occasionally involved in the assembly, due to
variability from the material and tools: “You get a piece that’s just borderline on whether it’s wrong, and you have to stand there
thinking, ‘Should I do something about this, or not?’”

Environmental factors, such as noise or blinking lights, could also contribute to assemblers’ feeling stress and fatigue: “You get
tired in the body and the head because of all the noise.”

At Company C, some signals could come from parallel processes that assemblers were expected to monitor at the same time as
their assembly tasks: “It’s hard enough to keep your focus on a station when you know that at any time, this other station might
start beeping. Sometimes it might not even beep, so you have to turn around and check that it’s running. That can be mentally
demanding.”

Precision work was another product-related factor highlighted by  interviewees at Companies A and B as mentally taxing, since it
required thoroughness under time pressure. For example, components requiring high precision risked being mounted incorrectly
and therefore require extra effort and time to correct afterwards. This problem could stem from ambiguous component design,
faulty materials or tolerances that were di�cult for assemblers to live up to without some kind of quality-assurance guide or tool:
“When a connector or a screw or something that �ts in several places can end up wrong and when there’s so much to keep track
of, it’s easy to make a mistake.”

Interviewees emphasized that unclear work instructions can be very demanding: “It can be hard to know why a pipe should be
rotated a certain way, because it’s not always evident from the instruction.”

Workers at all three companies reported that work instructions could be incorrect and contain a large amount of information that
is demanding to read: “There’s a lot that isn’t right. There’s a lot of stuff to remember and rules of thumb. There’s also a lot of
information like someone writing, ‘Note: assemble this.’ But texts like that, you stop seeing them after a while, so they just add to
the disorder.”

At Company A, participants described “red stations” involving several demanding work tasks. These require help from another
assembler, and no one is meant to work there too long. Workstations with too much or too little task variety that are poorly
balanced could result in overload or underload: “Sometimes it can be very calm and very monotonous, because it is a very easy
sequence. Then, you become rather understimulated. But, when there is a very high sequence, things can go the other way,
meaning that it’s too much.”

Something that set Company C apart was that the complexity of its product was lower than that of the OEMs, so most
assemblers reported that they found the cognitive load manageable. As one assembler described it: “I [have to] think quite a lot,
but I don’t �nd it particularly straining. It’s just a responsibility, that I should do my part correctly. And instead of doing it wrong, I’d
rather think about it for two seconds extra.”

At the same time, however, too-low task variation could also lead to negative attitudes towards the work: “Some days you think,
‘Well, here I am doing the same thing again.’”

Emotional Demands

The mental aspects of assembly work are just as important as the physical aspects. Photo courtesy Volvo Cars

Interviewees reported certain situations that involved emotional demands. Interviewees reported feelings of frustration or
irritation after experiencing system or component failures that they had no control over—this frequently had consequences such
as time delays and increased need for adjustments, staying overtime and additional physical and mental effort. Equipment
failures, in particular, seemed to cause frustration, since assemblers would often have to wait for repairs before being able to
resume work: “When machines don’t work like they’re supposed to, sometimes it takes a good while before they get �xed. And
you have to stand there and �ght with it. It gets pretty straining.”

Despite lacking control, assemblers still experienced a sense of needing to catch up. Alternatively, they anticipated needing to
work longer hours or work on weekends to meet production targets, a common source of dismay. Similar frustrations could
come from assembled products not passing quality checks, which routinely required adjustments.

The products themselves could cause emotional responses, particularly when assemblies were di�cult and several of them
occurred in succession. One assembler at Company B said that “We had really di�cult vehicles last week, and we were behind
all the time. Invariably, you would �nd out that you made a mistake �ve vehicles ago, and you would wonder, ‘How did that go
wrong? How did I manage to do that? It can’t be right,’ You go into denial. And then you try to concentrate even harder, even
though you know another car is coming. So those days, you absolutely just want to go home as soon as possible.”

Assemblers also mentioned the emotional toll of combined physical and mental fatigue after long working days. This was
particularly tangible if they were asked to stay overtime. Some felt additional frustration at knowing that certain tasks would
regularly require them to handle heavy loads. It appears that due to the predominantly physical nature of the work, it was hard
for the interviewees to disregard its effect on mental performance entirely when they were asked about the work being mentally
strenuous. The body-related aspects came up as dominant in their experience of the work.

One assembler described how some components would not always �t well into assemblies with narrow tolerances, leading to
frustration and extra physical efforts to force them in: “They can be pretty badly �tted, so you really have to bang on and bend
them. They’re hopeless and they give you trouble.”

The same assembler described a variety of sources of frustration and confusion, such as unplanned sta�ng changes, material
being kitted incorrectly, and special-operations assemblers showing up to workstations without warning and imposing their notes
and instructions.

Frustrations often arose from lack of communication: “If the communication isn’t good, if you don’t get informed in good time so
you can prepare yourself—that can be frustrating.”

Some frustrations could arise from colleagues getting in each other’s way, particularly when working faster than the assigned
pace: “That person hasn’t understood why he causes irritation. It’s because the other person has to wait, even though their time
hasn’t started. This makes some people really mad while others don’t care. But of course, I can get annoyed, too, if someone
doesn’t move and makes me wait.”

Similarly, frustration could arise from a perceived lack of understanding from other parts of the production chain: “It’s frustrating
when decision-makers don’t listen to workers. Often, it’s a seller who has said [to the customer], ‘You can have that in your
vehicle, no problems,’ but the wire harness has already been made and there aren’t any wires for that button, and then it
becomes my problem to add those wires.”

Organizational Demands
A variety of organizational resources
can help mitigate mental strain on
the assembly line. Source: Chalmers
University of Technology

Demands resulting from the organization, scheduling and design of work were exempli�ed in several ways. In all three
companies, it was common practice to lend operators from other lines to cover gaps and provide enough staff at each line.
However, this required a lot of effort to uphold work�ow and affected group dynamics negatively: “If we get someone from
another line, who hasn’t been in our group and doesn’t know how we sync, then it gets a bit choppy.”

Sometimes inexperienced staff could add a limitation that affected the variation for the entire team: “When people are sick, we
staff with people [from the temporary staff pool] who know several different departments, so they most often only know one or
two stations within our department. So that person gets locked in, and we can’t rotate around, so maybe everyone has to stand
still. This causes [people to get] irritated.”

Some interviewees who had experienced being “lent out” to an unfamiliar station described that it could be demanding (but
stimulating) to learn new things, while others felt that they were learning new things constantly, partly because of occasional
changes in operations. Getting accustomed to the new tasks often involved them asking more questions of surrounding
colleagues to verify that they were assembling correctly.

Regarding onboarding, interviewees appreciated standardized routines and more practical rather than theoretical approaches for
learning new assemblies. However, at Company C, one interviewee who had been working the night shift during his onboarding
process described how his introduction had suffered from a lack of structure and coordination, which made it hard for novices to
learn: “The supervisors were going to teach us and were running between us. They were very skilled, but they weren’t on the
same page. So one came and said, ‘This is how you do it,’ and then after two days, the second one came and said ‘What are you
doing? You can’t do that!’”

A common practice was to standardize work tasks and reduce them to a shorter sequence with fewer steps, to ensure quality
and to ease the onboarding process for new staff. However, it had an adverse effect as the operators’ motivation decreased and
they felt disengaged towards their work instead. For example, one experienced assembler said that he felt “limited when you’ve
worked as long as I have. We [previously] had a completely different kind of assembly. So, I can’t say it’s gone in the right
direction, certainly not. What I miss is the whole picture, now that I just do one part. You don’t get the same holistic view, so to
speak.”

Some interviewees felt that there were limited opportunities offered at their company to develop new competencies on the job.

Unexpected events were a frequently reported issue that assemblers said affected the work�ow. Several assemblers felt that it
would be desirable to have better preparation to handle disturbances, and to reduce risks for unexpected events. Some
assemblers stated that a combination of having enough time to complete the task, and to have been given enough time to
become well-trained to perform the task (particularly new ones), were conditions that supported a good �ow.

Workers reported that there were gaps in their routines for ending a shift, which delayed and increased their efforts towards
preparing their shift start-up: “If there’s been an issue with the previous shift, they can’t focus on how to turn it over to us. It’s the
same for us. If we have a problem at the end of the day, then it might not give the right starting conditions for those who start in
the evening. We might leave it a bit badly done because we haven’t been able to focus on it”

“They care about doing their thing, but not about the one coming after,” added another assembler. “Sometimes you have to re�ll
your own material, and then it takes a few minutes before I can start.”

Shift-work itself was recognized by participants as taxing and unfavorable to safety and quality: “Shift-work creates tiredness
and can lead to assembly mistakes or injuries.”

Regarding the design and operation of the physical workplace, participants described the effects of late deliveries or inadequate
quality: “Material handling doesn’t work very well, so we have to hunt for material.”

Other reported issues were faulty materials, ill-�tting parts, and inadequate supplies. At Company C, half the interviewees stated
that equipment quality greatly impacted work�ow. Another issue at the workstation level was when instructions were di�cult to
understand or not updated.

Social Demands

Cognitive under- or overloading can cause a lack of focus or distraction on one hand, or overwhelm on the other.Photo courtesy Volvo Cars

Regarding working with other people, the assemblers mostly emphasized how social interactions and teamwork were a
strength, but demands appeared mostly due to unfavorable group dynamics, interdependencies between individuals, and
dealing with other people as a distraction.

Group dynamics was recognized by interviewees as in�uencing cognitive workload—particularly, a dysfunctional work dynamic
could result in dissatisfying teamwork and lowered motivation to come to work: “If there’s a bad vibe, of course it’s not as fun. It’s
not as rewarding.”

At Company C, a lack of collaboration and communication could, for example, lead to colleagues not helping each other re�ll
materials. One assembler described that the social interaction of doing the right thing towards colleagues and making them feel
at ease was key to achieving good work�ow.

At Company C, interviewees mentioned that having a production target for the team was demanding; often they would try to
work faster than the set pace to reach their target. However, different assemblers had different capabilities to work faster than
that pace, which could contribute towards a dysfunctional group dynamic: “Some people feel that we need to reach our goal
despite a few slower workers, and that often leads to tensions because then it’s one or two people chasing that goal.”

Making mistakes added social pressure since they could add to the overall workload, leading to overtime for everyone. All three
companies had tracking systems that allowed a mistake to be traced to a particular individual, which added a sense of being
watched and held accountable. Some assemblers described this “blame culture” as a social pressure on them. Assemblers could
also experience negative effects of being dependent on each other’s performance; receiving incorrect assemblies from earlier
stations could add to a collective sensation of failing to carry out the task correctly, leading to everyone being negatively
impacted by the need for adjustments and overtime.

Individual Preconditions and Attitudes

One of the biggest mental challenges of assembly work is time pressure. Assemblers are acutely aware of the time needed to complete a
task. Photo courtesy Volvo Cars

Most assemblers were aware that each co-worker had individual needs, assets and motivations, and that it was important to be
prepared, trained, equipped and motivated to assemble correctly. While many of these aspects could be viewed from the
resources perspective, some intrinsic job demands were mentioned by the interviewees.

One interviewee re�ected that even though he personally felt motivated to push his own performance, he was aware that
“colleagues who maybe have kids and can’t work overtime so much, they work to a different effort level and reach their targets
all the same, but I like maximizing and pressuring [myself].”

Conversely, when assemblers felt decreased motivation and negative attitudes towards work, it could result in bad assembly,
characterized by “doing sloppy work, with no overview of what you’re doing. Or you work too fast and in a way that is harmful.”

Many spoke of different kinds of musculoskeletal disorders that they expected to become more sensitive to with age, and
certain interviewees were concerned for their younger colleagues’ future well-being: “Some have worked for 15 years in
assembly, which isn’t that usual, now that the [pace] is the way it is. But they work in a way that assures that they will last. They
work calmly and methodically. While the young are more, everything has to go so fast, and preferably with a bit of movement.
When fetching stuff, I take that extra step when I pick something up. While the young think, ‘I’m young, this won’t hurt me.’”

Several interviewees believed that the work pace was too demanding for an entire work life. This was one decisive factor for
many in considering quitting their work as an assembler: “After 15 years, you start getting tired of this, so maybe one should try
something different. If you think that, yeah, you’ll work until 67, it’s a long time and it’s quite tough. It can be. Because it’s the line,
and the tempo is high.”

In addition, interviewees mentioned that the work is both cognitively and physically demanding, making them tired after a
working day: “I’m tired when I’m done, but it’s physical too, not just psychological.”

Interestingly, when the assemblers were asked about aging, several mentioned that their current older colleagues (ages 40 to
55) appeared to be doing �ne, particularly if they were experienced and had been assigned less strenuous stations. However,
many were concerned that their own bodies would not be able to withstand the physical loading, high tempo and “running
around” until retirement age.

For others, a lack of personal interest or motivation, or wanting to reduce future exposure to the constant time pressure, was
their main reason for believing they would not want to stay. Among those who believed that it would be possible and desirable to
continue working until retirement, they mentioned how the “calm” and routine that comes from experience would make it
possible—as long as the cycle time did not become shorter in the future.

Organizational Resources
A variety of organizational resources can help mitigate the mental strain of working on an assembly line.

Regarding the organization at large, motivators, the onboarding process and adequate sta�ng were identi�ed as the main
resources. Workers' performance was in�uenced by their intention to continue working as an assembler, which was steered by a
set of intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. The intrinsic motivators included the perception that the task itself is important, resulting
in positive emotions, while extrinsic motivators included rewards for good work.

Four motivators were identi�ed: two intrinsic (professional pride and possibility to develop oneself) and two extrinsic (satisfying
salary and favorable working hours). According to the interviewees, these motivators contributed to enhanced engagement as
well as inner calm and thereby lowered cognitive demand. The intrinsic motivators were similar among the three companies.

According to the interviews, professional pride is enjoying the work tasks, taking pride in assembling with quality and the feeling
of being skillful when performing the work: “It is fascinating to see what we are achieving and contributing to.”

Knowing that one is good at performing one’s work also increases self-con�dence and contributes to reducing nervousness over
making mistakes: “I like monotonous jobs, I am rather good at doing such things all the time, because I like it. I love working in
assembly.”

Moreover, the possibility to develop oneself and learn new things was important for work performance and increasing
engagement: “As I am very invested in my work, I think it’s fun, and I want to learn new things.”

Other examples were providing the opportunity for assemblers to challenge themselves, through involvement in problem solving
or receiving a promotion. It was also emphasized that work created positive emotions such as joy towards their work: “I am
rather involved in all the improvement work at our department, so I am keen to identify problems as well as solve them. I �nd it
enjoyable and stimulating.”

Regarding the extrinsic motivators, both satisfactory salary and favorable working hours in�uence work performance positively.
As workers were rewarded, they became more engaged in their work.

The onboarding process for introducing work tasks was also mentioned, since it affects the operators’ ability to handle their work
later. A common factor that was considered to in�uence the participants’ learning was having tutors that introduced the tasks
methodically and clearly described the working steps to provide the assembler with su�cient time to practice: “We should follow
a certain pattern that we are con�dent is the smartest and smoothest way to learn. I believe that the most important thing is to
have time to learn to not feel any stress but to take it at your own pace.”

Having a short task reduced the amount of training needed by assemblers, which could in turn ensure product quality. The
participants at Companies B and C mentioned that having the same tutor was important for continuity. In contrast, participants
at Company A mentioned that having different tutors was favorable, as taking part in different operators’ working methods
helped them to easily �nd their own working style: “We have a standard procedure that we follow, but there are some things that
are not written down exactly how to do it, since everybody has their own personal way of doing things. We try to have one [tutor]
in the beginning and one in the end since both work differently, so the person learning can have the best of both.”

At all three companies, the interviewees emphasized the importance of offering new operators the same learning conditions.
They expressed appreciation for supervisors who used an organized and standardized onboarding process to introduce tasks to
new operators. Participants at Companies B and C also emphasized the role of a practical learning method that included
assembling under the guidance of an experienced operator. Additionally, the interviewees described that giving the operators a
deeper insight into the entire product and a background to why the working steps are designed in a certain way, facilitated their
learning ability: “Those who have been on the main line for a while and have seen how they build have a better understanding for
why we assemble things in certain ways and then also assemble better. They can tell when the speci�cations are wrong.”

Adequate staf�ng, training and motivational
factors can help assemblers feel less pressure on
the line. Source: Chalmers University of
Technology

Providing operators with these resources during introduction fostered skills and resulted in becoming con�dent in performing the
work, thereby lowering cognitive load: “I feel that I could even help [others] if necessary.”

Besides the introduction, the participants also highlighted that they were provided with opportunities for skill development
through courses such as ergonomics, material training and machine training.

Adequate sta�ng was also emphasized as a resource: “Sometimes we’re just �ve on the line, sometimes maybe six. It depends
on how the job should be done, to have the best �ow.” Having enough staff enabled the operators to successfully perform the
assigned tasks as they were described to promote work�ow and mitigate cognitive strain.

With regard to organization of work, three themes were identi�ed that directly and indirectly affected cognitive demand.
Participation in decision making was mentioned as crucial, since the operators themselves often had ideas about how to
optimize their workload. The interviewees highlighted different approaches for a successful involvement of operators in decision
making. One common practice was using continuous improvement to develop the work together with the operators: “Everything
is standardized, but if we have a suggestion, I tell everybody at the meeting, ‘I have this suggestion, what do you think?’ If it’s a
good suggestion that saves time with no additional risks, then we go ahead.”

Continuous improvement consisted of regular meetings where workers and managers discussed improvement proposals or
wrote down ideas and thoughts: “Once a month we have something called continuous improvement, where we write down ideas
and thoughts that we later share with our shift supervisor.”

Another common practice was communicating suggestions directly to the shift manager or writing them down on a whiteboard.
Interviewees at Companies B and C presented improvement proposals straight to technicians in the maintenance department.
Company A assigned operators with improvement responsibilities, which they were obliged to follow up and time was set for
each operator to carry out the improvement work: “We have development targets that everyone is given time to work on. Some
people are what we call brainstormers. They have a lot of ideas. During assembly, they might say, ‘Can we do it this way?’ So
that one feels involved, which I think is important.”

Improvement proposals were handled in different ways. For example, work instructions were developed in collaboration with the
operators: “There are binders and instructions for every workstation. These are formed together with our opinions. So I think
these are as good as can be.”

Outdated work instructions required more effort to read and contributed to confusion. Improving them on a regular basis can
diminish the risk of uncertainty. Participants at Company A mentioned the ability to in�uence the sequence of work tasks, which
improved performance and work�ow. Additionally, interviewees described that having a supportive management team and
receiving feedback on their improvement proposals encouraged taking part in decision making and facilitated performance.

Providing operators the possibility to in�uence work planning was also described as facilitating performance and reducing
cognitive workload. For example, unwanted stress could be prevented by letting the operators prepare in terms of loading
material and checking that equipment is functional before assembling: “I often try to start working a little before the line starts. I
start planning and do it now instead of later when it becomes more stressful. I prepare tools and order parts that needs to be
brought via forklift from supply.”

Another example mentioned at Company C was the possibility to plan work to achieve the production goal and simultaneously
reduce stress: “Sometimes we agree to work quickly the �rst four hours before lunch to avoid stress at the end of the day,
because we have a production goal, and we need to reach it.”

Manageable product variability was identi�ed as important for creating work�ow and mitigating cognitive overload. As
companies mostly had moving lines with products of a certain variation, the degree of di�culty varied: “I think it is good with a
little variation, but when it is too much up and down, it is not so good. When it’s a bit calmer, and then a bit harder, one stays
active.”

Participants described that product variability should be distributed evenly to avoid peaks of demanding assembly: “You feel how
your energy drops faster if there are many di�cult cars at the same time during the whole day, instead of being spread out so
that we don’t have to feel that stress.”

Design of the work environment was emphasized as a factor that contributed to reduction of cognitive demands. Interviewees
mentioned that having quality materials delivered on time was important for creating work�ow and reducing disturbances:
“When the material is in place, everything �ows.”

Having materials at the right height enabled easier movements: “We had a colleague who sat and thought for a long time about
how we could place the material in a way that would make it easier for us to assemble. It revolutionized our way of assembling.”

In addition, having only necessary and functional equipment on the line was found to be bene�cial: “When the line works as it
should without technical problems, there is automatically a decent �ow at the line.”

At the task level, �ve factors were identi�ed that facilitated the operator’s performance. A well-balanced and well-planned
workstation enabled a sense of calm and the feeling of having enough time to perform the task. Overloaded workstations could
result in stress and operators taking shortcuts that could lead to injuries and faulty assembly. Su�cient time to complete the
work was considered crucial: “Good assembly means that you have enough time. Everyone has an inner calm, and the pace is
not so overwhelming. When you feel that you cannot keep up, you start taking shortcuts, and shortcuts entail risks.”

Minimizing work disruptions was essential for reducing cognitive workload: “I think that the work �ows well when we aren’t
having any stoppages.”

Some participants found anything outside the standard of work to be a distraction: “Everything beyond the standard takes extra
time and creates more stress.”

Task variety was mentioned in all three companies as important. To avoid the feeling of monotony, variation in the tasks was
vital: “We perform many different tasks at each workstation, so we don’t get [the situation] that it becomes monotonous because
you stand and do the same movements all the time.”

Frequent work rotation can have a positive in�uence on performance: “Good rotation, so that despite a high pace after a while,
half an hour, you can do something else.”

Frequent work rotation during a shift was important to uphold the assemblers’ focus and stimulation: “Just to give the brain a
different stimulus.”

However, rotation frequency differed between companies and within companies. At Company A, it was described that the
rotation frequency depended on whether colleagues knew the tasks at the workstation or not: “We try to rotate as much as
possible, but not everyone knows every station, so some of us need to skip it.”

According to participants from Companies A and B, creating simple assembly tasks was important. By enabling the operators to
easily identify where to mount components enhanced their work performance, as having precision demanding work tasks
required heightened effort: “The optimal way is being able to directly visually see where everything �ts, then one doesn’t need to
think about if it should be mounted here or there.”

Social and Interpersonal Resources

Error-proo�ng technology can help ease the mental strain of assembly work. Photo courtesy Volvo Cars

Good social relations foster enthusiasm and a positive work environment: “Colleagues—that’s why we’re here; everyone is nice.”

Collegial cooperation and cohesion facilitated work�ow, increased motivation and mitigated cognitive workload. Fellowship
between colleagues was described as a factor that led to good group dynamics and good communication that also increased
motivation for being at work. Social contribution led to a positive attitude and good performance. Participants said they had fun
working together: “I enjoy being with and having fun with my colleagues. We do our work, but also joke around.”

A well-coordinated team also enabled work�ow: “We have a good team. Everyone does exactly what they should so we get a
good �ow.”

Asking colleagues for help is another resource: “When you see the component, you know that it should �t somewhere, but to
double-check, I usually ask someone with more experience.”

Several interviewees preferred consulting a colleague to reading instructions: “I’ve never had to use them, usually it's just faster
to ask someone who knows, rather than go and read it.”

Reminding each other to avoid incorrect assembly was mentioned as a frequent behavior: “I’d rather ask than make mistakes.
People are very good at this place. If someone notices that you made a mistake, they tell you.”

Moreover, some interviewees said that working faster than the predetermined pace enabled them to assist colleagues: “If you
keep it up, you can �nish your task and thereafter help others. I have a very good work team who help each other.”

Companies A and B had a support system, called andon, that assemblers could use to receive help: “I do not always remember
when something appears wrong. There are so many different faults. We have andon in all departments.”

All three companies have personnel resources at standby to step in and assist with demanding tasks: “There is either an andon
or a team leader at standby and ready to help if needed. We place them in positions to support us if things get rough.”

Cognitive Support

Components requiring high precision risk being mounted incorrectly and therefore require extra effort and time to correct afterwards. Photo
courtesy Volvo Cars

Different types of support were identi�ed to facilitate cognitive performance. Notably, these were perceived as satisfactory by
interviewees in all three companies: “I often think they are very good as they are. It is very important that they exist if you are
insecure.”

Several types of memory support were used to assist operators in preventing incorrect assembly. For instance, visual signals
indicate if the assembler has performed the work step correctly or in the correct order: “You can see on the computer which step
you should do next. And for example, if you forget to tighten a screw, the computer shows red. The same goes for the electric
screwdriver. It has lamps that indicate if the screw is tightened or not.”

Similarly, pick-to-light systems indicate which component to assemble and when.

At Companies A and B, participants described that markings such as arrows or colors were used to facilitate assembly: “We have
screws of different length, and they are color-coded.”

Another memory support mentioned at Companies A and C was a quality alarm, used to detect incorrect or unperformed
assembly tasks by hindering the moving line, thus preventing the operators from continuing assembly: “The system will not let
you go ahead with the sequence if you don’t �nish a certain task.”

Each company used different kinds of memory support that were unique. At Company A, for example, bar code scanners were
used to help assemblers remember which parts go with which variants. Another memory support used at Company A was a
type of screen that prompted the assembler on how to complete various tasks: “Screens tell you when you are �nished by
turning green. Then the task is checked off and the line continues.”

Pre-kitted boxes with parts necessary to complete an assembly was an appreciated resource at Company B. The kits helped
both in terms of knowing how to place components and ensuring that the correct number of components were mounted.
Computers were used to assist in detecting electrical errors: “We have a computer that scans for electrical problems, so often
we get a printed document from our colleagues at the line showing what is wrong.”

Vision systems were used to assist in �nding errors and alert the personnel at Company C. These could detect most errors: “It’s
di�cult to get anything wrong, because we have these cameras that monitor the process.”

Another cognitive support was work instructions, presented on paper or electronically to refresh the assemblers’ memory.
Having work instructions ensured that operators followed the standards: “We have everything documented in binders at each
station, describing the work method that we follow. It doesn’t matter if there are ten different assemblers, they should all do
work the same way. That is how we are trained.”

The interviewees also described that work instructions should be precise and easy to read. All companies had several kinds of
instructions where the level of detail varied as well as the format: “There is a binder with different standardizations on what to
do. There are pictures of the models from above, from below, from the side.”

The instructions were developed to accommodate even inexperienced assemblers: “It should be possible for people who don’t
know how to read these and be able to build afterward.”

Individual Resources

Environmental factors, such as noise or blinking lights, can contribute to assemblers’ feeling stress and fatigue. Photo courtesy Volvo Cars

Individuals themselves can also in�uence their ability to handle the workload: “If you can work more e�ciently, you do it.”

Level of experience was mentioned in all three companies as impactful on work performance; interviewees expressed how
feeling relaxed and being skillful while assembling contributed to work�ow: “I very seldom feel that I have to hurry. This has a lot
to do with experience. One feels rather relaxed. You know exactly where everything is. I can almost stand there and close my
eyes and assemble nowadays.”

Being focused and having the mindset of trying to assemble with as high quality as possible was another common factor
affecting the assemblers’ performance positively: “A good assembly, that is essentially doing your best in the time you’ve got.”

Participants also described that taking time for self-checks enabled them to avoid adjustments requiring extra effort: “You should
check the car after assembling; then you can �nd those errors.”

Memory training was identi�ed as facilitating performance as it mitigated cognitive overload: “When I stand at the workstation, I
no longer think, I just work. I have trained my muscle memory and it sticks.”

Interviewees mentioned that �nding routines enabled them to incorporate their skills: “Foremost, you �nd routines. That this is
my way of working at this workstation and then you always follow the same pattern, and then it becomes part of your muscle
memory.”

Interviewees at Companies A and B highlighted that writing down notes was helpful: “I also have a notebook, otherwise you
cannot remember everything.”

Practical Implications

It’s vital that work instructions be brief, accurate, and up to date. Photo courtesy Volvo Cars

A clear implication from this study is that no single role or stakeholder in a manufacturing system bears sole responsibility to
address the problem of mental workload. Because the problem is systemic, so must be the solution. Potential for improvement
exists at both the micro and macro levels. The resilience of the entire system can be reinforced both with individual-focused
interventions, such as training and skills development, as well as through systemic characteristics, such as workplace design,
organizational structures and bene�cial collegial interactions.

The responsibility for identifying cognitive demands at various levels in the organization and addressing them should therefore
be distributed across many roles. Early phases of product and production design, where design and manufacturing engineers are
involved, are the most optimal and cost-effective stages for proactive ergonomic action. However, these interventions have
predominantly focused on the physical demands of assembly, rather than the mental ones. It is our hope that the demands and
resources outlined in this article can be used both for reactive and proactive intervention.

Manufacturing engineers and managers should also bear in mind that mental workload problems are a moving target.
Assemblers often �nd individual or collective strategies and “tricks of the trade” to meet those demands. However, relying
entirely on individuals’ capacity to cope with demands may be a slippery slope: Companies should avoid the detrimental trade-
off where assemblers sacri�ce long-term well-being, safety, engagement and motivation to “get the job done” in the short term.
Their perseverance, coupled with dissatisfaction, is conducive to wanting to leave the profession as an assembler, which is a
cost and a knowledge loss for companies.

Editor’s note: The following also contributed to this article: Cecilia Berlin, Ph.D., associate professor of design and human factors
at Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg; Maral Babapour, Ph.D., project lead, Institute for Stress Medicine,
Gothenburg; Ann-Christine Falck, physiotherapy manager, Västra Frölunda Specialist Hospital, Gothenberg; and Roland
Örtengren, Ph.D., professor of ergonomics, Chalmers University of Technology.

This article is a summary of a much longer research paper. To read the complete paper, click here.
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The force-displacement curve
can be in�uenced by part
geometry, coef�cient of
friction, material strength and
operating conditions.

Press Fitting Railcar Wheelsets

To assemble a railcar wheelset, the wheel is pressed onto the axle
with an interference �t. Photo courtesy Simmons Machine Tool
Corp.

W e tend to think of press �t assemblies as being relatively small. For example, a bushing for an automotive control arm
assembly is typically less than 2 inches in diameter. But, much larger assemblies can also be accomplished with press

�ts, too. One example is railcar wheelsets. Railcar wheels are 36 inches in diameter and several inches wide. A wheelset—two
wheels connected by an axle—can weigh more than 400 pounds.

Wheels can be press �t or shrink �t to axles. Also known as a force �t or interference �t, a press �t is an assembly in which one
part is inserted tightly into a hole in another part. The assembly stays in place through friction and the force of the two parts
pushing against each other. The process is reliable, simple, and does not require heating, cooling or soldering.

But, press �tting assemblies as large as railcar wheelsets takes care. Excessive interference can result in slip between the wheel
and axle. Fretting wear can occur at the interface of the axle and wheel hub, and this can cause surface fatigue, adhesion,
oxidation, exfoliation and scratching. Peak force limits and the force-displacement curve must be considered.

While there are international standards for wheelset assembly, including JIS E 4504, EN 13260 and ISO 100-5, they don’t provide
much guidance on press �t assembly. And, few research projects have studied the force-displacement curve for wheelset
assemblies. For example, one study investigated fretting wear in wheelset press �t joints. The researchers found that the
adhesion phenomenon played a critical part in the initiation of fretting wear.

Lame’s equation can be used to determine contact pressures at the interface of the parts and to estimate the maximum holding
torque capacity of a press �t. A major challenge of press �t assembly is to choose reasonable interference values that would
ensure the safety of the assembled components. Too large an interference may damage the part being assembled, creating
plastic deformation and ultimately, less torque resistance. To prevent slipping, the maximum holding torque capacity for the
wheelset must be known. The magnitude of the press �t force depends on the geometry, friction coe�cient, material properties
and operating conditions.

With this in mind, we studied the effects of interference on press force. We used simulation to analyze the stress on the contact
area between the wheel and the axle, and we discuss the stress-strain effects. We also determined the interferences needed for
strong wheelset press �ts. The force-displacement curve, maximum press force, and maximum holding torque were evaluated
using �nite element analysis.

Theoretical Analysis of Press �tting
This graph depicts a press �tting curve, showing
force vs. displacement. The displacement is the
movement of the wheel along the axle. The �nal
�tting force must be between 0.85F and 1.45F. The
axial force, F, in kilonewtons, is four times the
mean diameter of the axle wheel seat. Axial
displacement must be between 0.8d and 1.1d. The
lines, AB, BC, HE and ED, de�ne the boundaries of
the force-displacement curve. Contact length is
the X axis segment, AG. Source: King Mongkut’s
Institute of Technology

In general, wheels and axles should meet geometric requirements as de�ned in EN 13261 for axles and EN 13262 for wheels. In
press �tting, pressure is applied to the wheel hub to force it onto the axle, which is slightly larger in diameter. External pressure
acts on the axle wheel seat, while internal pressure acts on the wheel hub. These two pressures are equal and opposite at the
contact surface of the parts, assuming that the axle and wheel are made of the same material. Lame’s equation for contact
pressure distribution in thick-walled cylinders was used for calculating the contact pressure between the two parts.

EN 13260 speci�es that the interference for press �tting should be 0.2 to 0.36 millimeter, which is based on the geometric
tolerances of the axle wheel seats. The factors that mainly in�uence the maximum press force and characteristics of the force-
displacement curve were the part geometry, coe�cient of friction, material strength and operating conditions. During press
�tting, the wheelset could be damaged by insu�cient or excessive press force. Therefore, the force-displacement curve is
important to determine that the assembly has not been damaged along the contact surfaces. If the force-displacement curve is
not within the limits speci�ed in the standard, the wheelset must be reassembled or rejected.

Figure 1 depicts a press �tting curve, showing force vs. displacement. The displacement is the movement of the wheel along the
axle, since the axle is �xed to the clamping head of a machine. The standard requires the �nal �tting force to be between 0.85F
and 1.45F. The axial force, F, in kilonewtons, is four times the mean diameter of the axle wheel seat. Axial displacement must be
between 0.8d and 1.1d. The lines, AB, BC, HE and ED, de�ne the boundaries of the force-displacement curve. Contact length is
the X axis segment, AG. The points on the graph can be found by using the following equations: YH = 1.3ɸ; YC = 0.85F; and YD
and YE = 1.45F. ɸ is the nominal diameter of the wheel seat in millimeters.

The press �tting force is related to many factors, including interference, the friction coe�cient, and the elasticity of the parts.
These factors can signi�cantly change the press �tting force. The press �tting force to the wheel on the axle, Fp, can be
calculated from the following equation: Fp = μ∫A  PdA. In this equation, P is contact pressure in newtons per square millimeter; μ
is the coe�cient of friction, and A is the contact surface area in square millimeters. Thus, to obtain the press �t force, the
contact pressure between the two assembly parts must be known.

Finite Element Analysis

Railcar wheels are 36 inches in diameter and several inches wide. A wheelset—two wheels connected by an axle—can weigh more than 400
pounds. Photo courtesy GHH-Bonatrans

Following the EN standard, EA1N and EA4T steel grades are widely used for railway axles. The materials of the wheel and axle
were the same, homogeneous, and isotropic, with ideal elastic-plastic behavior.

To determine the press �tting force, a quarter 3D model of the wheel and axle assembly was made using Abaqus FEA software.
During assembly, the wheel was moved onto the axle wheel seat by a custom assembly machine, so that interference between
the assembly was eliminated for the outer diameter of the axle wheel seat, which was larger than the inner diameter. A static
structure was analyzed, and the boundary conditions were used in the �nite element analysis.

Taking advantage of the symmetric boundary conditions, the XY and XZ planes were constrained in the �nite element model.
The end of the axle was �xed, and an axial displacement of 180 millimeters was applied to the wheel hub towards the axle
wheel seat. A contact pair was de�ned between the wheel- and axle-contacting surfaces. This analysis determined the press
�tting force and stress distribution at the contact surface between the wheel and axle. A 2-millimeter mesh was used for the
contact surface of the wheelset, and a 10-millimeter mesh was used for the other surfaces. The mesh type was a 20-node
quadratic brick, reduced integration; 17,402 elements were used for the axle model, and 51,858 elements were used for the
wheel model.

To verify the effectiveness of the numeric model, the �nite element results were compared with the calculated theoretical
results. The contact pressure between the wheel and axle wheel seat at different sections was determined, and the average
contact pressure was calculated. The contact pressure of the axle reached its maximum at the end of the contact edge.

The �nite element analyses led to higher average contact pressure than the theoretical model because the volume of the 3D
model used in the �nite element simulation was greater than that of the theoretical model. The �nite element results were 3
percent greater than the theoretical ones. At the start of the wheelset assembly, the two parts did not contact each other
because of the taper of the axle. Therefore, the press �tting force and contact pressure were zero until the end of the taper was
reached, and then they suddenly increased.

This graph shows the distribution of contact
pressure and average contact pressure
along the contact length of the wheelset.
Source: King Mongkut’s Institute of
Technology

This graph shows the force-displacement
curves obtained from our �nite element
model and Lame’s theory (straight green
line). Source: King Mongkut’s Institute of
Technology

Not surprisingly, press force increases as
interference increases. Source: King
Mongkut’s Institute of Technology

The theory showed that the contact pressure was directly proportional to the outer radius or pro�le of the wheel and increased in
the center of the contact region. The contact pressure of the axle increased sharply at the start of the contact and decreased
towards the center of the contact length and maximum at the rear end of the edge.

The maximum press �tting force at the end of the assembly was 877 kilonewtons from the �nite element analysis and 822
kilonewtons from the theory, when the interference was 240 microns. The 7 percent difference between the results was
considered acceptable.

The interference was a signi�cant factor that affected the press �tting curve. Simulations used interferences from 160 to 400
microns. The press �tting force increased, as expected, with the interference. The boundary of the press �tting curve was
obtained from the EN 13260 standard.

The press �tting curves were used for monitoring the assembly and evaluating its quality. The curves for interferences of 160,
360, and 400 microns did not qualify because they were outside the EN 13260 boundary. One key conclusion from the
simulations was that the interferences, speci�ed by the EN standard, fell within the boundary. When the interference increased
by 20 percent, the maximum press �tting force increased by 12 percent.

Our simulations showed that the maximum von Mises stress took place at the wheel, in contact with the axle wheel seat taper area, in the
�rst simulation time step. The changing of the value and location of the maximum von Mises stress vs. axial displacement and time is shown
here. Source: King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology

We observed that the friction coe�cient affected the press �tting force during the assembly. Friction coe�cients in the range
0.08 to 0.13 were the only ones acceptable. In general, the greater the friction coe�cient, the greater the maximum press �tting
force. Every 0.01 increment in the friction coe�cient increased the maximum press �tting force by 14 percent.

Our simulations showed that the maximum von Mises stress took place at the wheel, in contact with the axle wheel seat taper
area, in the �rst simulation time step. The stress was distributed symmetrically on both sides of the wheelset. The maximum
stress occurred at the wheel hub bore after assembly. For the axle, the peak stress occurred at the start of the axle wheel seat
at the end of the taper area. The maximum stress concentration was localized at the edge of the wheel hub because pressing
the wheel to the axle induced critical stress due to the edge effect and abrupt transition in press �tting. It can be minimized by
some geometric characteristics, friction coe�cient, contact pressure and operation conditions. The simulations revealed that the
interference value signi�cantly affected the stress concentration.

To understand the effect of interference on deformation, note that for low values of interference, up to 360 microns,
deformations in the assembly remained in the elastic range. However, for su�ciently large interferences, 380 microns or more,
elastoplastic deformation occurred in the wheel. Elastic plastic deformation began at the edge of the wheel hub bore �rst.

Interference vs. Holding Torque

Press �tting railcar wheelsets takes care. Fretting can occur at the interface of the axle and wheel hub surface, which can cause surface
fatigue, adhesion, oxidation, exfoliation and scratching. Photo courtesy GHH-Bonatrans

Railway wheelsets are generally running under many loading conditions, for example, vertical static forces of the vehicle; wheel
and rail contact forces in longitudinal, vertical, and lateral directions; and inertial forces. In operation, the contact force, especially
in the longitudinal direction, signi�cantly increases as the train is accelerated or decelerated. This leads to a torsional moment on
the wheelset, which may cause slippage at the wheel hub and axle seat.

The maximum holding torque capacity, T, is the torque required to prevent slip between the wheel and the axle, as it resists the
motion of the wheelset at the contact surface. It is transmitted by frictional forces on the wheelset and can be evaluated using
Lame’s equation. It was assumed that the contact pressure in the assembly was uniformly distributed. The radial interference
was signi�cant for the holding torque capacity, since it was related to the contact pressure and frictional force. The holding
torque capacity of the wheelset, T, was thus a function of the friction coe�cient, contact area and contact pressure: Fp = μ D/2
∫A  PdA.

In this equation, μ is the static coe�cient of friction; D is the axle diameter; P is the contact surface pressure; and A is the contact
surface area. The holding torque capacity was related to the contact length of the press �t assembly. The maximum holding
torque capacities were 71 kilonewton-meters for the interference of 200 microns, 85 kilonewton-meters for 240 microns, 99
kilonewton-meters for 280 microns, and 113 kilonewton-meters for 320 microns. Clearly, the holding torque capacity increased
with the interference.

Press force increases as the coef�cient of friction increases.
Source: King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology

This graph shows holding torque capacity vs. contact length.
Source: King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology

Finite element analysis was used to examine the effect of the interference on the holding torque capacity for the wheel and axle
assembly. The geometry of the 3D models and materials properties were similar to those for the press �t analysis. During the
holding torque analysis, surface-to-surface contact interaction was set between the wheel and axle interface with a contact
interference �t option. A penalty frictional coe�cient, 0.1, and hard contact were set as the contact properties.

It was necessary to de�ne the reference points on the axle at both end-sides of the center point. To obtain more accurate
results, a re�ned mesh was used at the contact area with a coarse mesh for the other areas. Torque loading was applied to the
reference node at the end of the axle, and the outer surface of the wheel was �xed. The value of the applied torque was
increased until rotation or slip occurred in the interface.

The torque capacity analysis simulated the wheel and axle assemblies to obtain the curves of the torque and rotational angle,
which determined the maximum holding torque capacity for different interference values. The torque and rotational angle curves
were needed to decide the torque required to resist the slip between the interference assemblies.

Within the elastic torque region, the shear stress in the axle varied linearly, and the axle showed only elastic deformation. When
the torque increased to the plastic region, the axle rotated continuously with no further increase in the torque. The maximum
elastic torque was equal to 75 percent of the maximum holding torque capacity at the fully plastic region. Therefore, it was
evident that the maximum holding torque capacity or plastic torque, before slipping, was 75 kilonewton-meters at the twist angle
0.15 radian, and the maximum elastic torque was 56 kilonewton-meters at the twist angle 0.029 radian for the interference of
240 microns.

Elastic torque did not exceed the 75 percent of plastic torque for 240 microns. Other �t lengths were also less than 75 percent of
the maximum holding torque capacity.

When the torque increased beyond the maximum holding torque capacity, the axle started slipping. Deviations between the
estimated maximum holding torque capacities from the theory and �nite element analyses all 15 percent or less.. Thus, the
�nite element results agreed with the theory.

Editor’s note: This article is a summary of a much longer research paper. To read the complete paper, click here.
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ON CAMPUS

BY AUSTIN WEBER // SENIOR EDITOR

CONTACT
Author

SIU Project to Develop New
Ways to Print Structural
Sandwiches

I f you’re trying to lose weight, some types of sandwiches are good. In particular, structural sandwiches are popular with
engineers engaged in vehicle lightweighting efforts, because they can produce subassemblies that are both light and stiff.

Sandwich structures typically consist of two outer face sheets separated by a lightweight, low-density core structure or foam.
Applications include everything from aircraft interiors and car trunk �oors to marine deck structures and railcar panels. The
material is also used for thermal insulation, vibration and acoustic isolation.

However, the traditional process for producing sandwich materials can be wasteful and limited. Additive manufacturing offers a
better alternative, because it enables engineers to fabricate objects or custom tailor parts with complex geometries directly from
3D models to meet speci�c applications.

Additive manufacturing “prints” solid objects from a digital �le by depositing one layer of material on top of another, rather than
starting with a piece of metal and cutting or milling it away. It allows engineers to consolidate parts and more easily manufacture
complex shapes or structures that have traditionally been di�cult to make. There is also less waste compared to traditional
manufacturing techniques, which require longer setup times and higher material costs.

Additive manufacturing may hold the key to both increased
ef�ciency and better quality structural sandwiches, especially
when combined with triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS)
architecture. Photo courtesy Southern Illinois University

Sabrina Nilufar, Ph.D., is working on ways to more easily and
ef�ciently construct sandwich materials using additive
manufacturing technology. Photo courtesy Southern Illinois
University

Other advantages of additive manufacturing technology include a relatively low cost for acquiring the equipment, improved
energy e�ciency and easier inventory management. The process also makes it easier to do short runs of rarely needed parts or
to create hard-to-�nd legacy parts for older machines.

The additive manufacturing process may hold the key to both increased e�ciency and better quality structural sandwiches,
especially when combined with triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) architecture. TPMS architecture uses complex
geometries found in nature to improve strength and weight ratios.

Sabrina Nilufar, Ph.D., an assistant professor of mechanical engineering in the School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Materials
Engineering at Southern Illinois University (SIU), recently received a two-year, $200,000 grant from the National Science
Foundation to study how to make specially designed structures using additive manufacturing technology.

“The aim of my research is to set a solid foundation of manufacturing sandwiches with TPMS-based core lattice for speci�c
engineering applications,” says Nilufar. “We will be using both vat photopolymerization and fused deposition modeling (FDM) in
our project.

“We'll focus on vat photopolymerization for fabricating different core architectures, while for the face sheets, we will employ
FDM,” explains Nilufar. “Primarily, we will be working with polymers. We will conduct experimental research, as well as numerical
simulations, to optimize sandwich structures.”

According to Nilufar, research has been conducted elsewhere in the past to fabricate the cores of sandwiches, as well as
complete sandwich structures, with 3D printing technology. “However, very few studies have been done on printing sandwich
structures by the vat photopolymerization technique,” she points out. “In addition, our research will be the �rst to study the
thermomechanical response of sandwich structures with TPMS cores and �ber-reinforced face sheets.

“TPMS structures are mathematically conceived structures,” explains Nilufar. “Creating computer-aided design (CAD) models of
such intricate architectures [is] challenging. In addition, we are focusing on the feasibility of some high performing polymers that
are not generally used for 3D printing.

“It is possible to print sandwich structures with additive manufacturing technology, but the challenge lies in the intricate core
architecture,” notes Nilufar. “It's possible when CAD models for those architectures can be created successfully. Also, all
materials cannot be used for additive manufacturing.

The topology of the sandwich’s middle, or core, has a major impact
on the overall performance of the structure, in terms of weight,
strength, thermal properties and other factors. Illustration
courtesy Sabrina Nilufar/Southern Illinois University

TPMS architecture uses complex geometries found in nature to
improve strength and weight ratios. Illustration courtesy Sabrina
Nilufar/Southern Illinois University

About the Author
Austin has been senior editor for ASSEMBLY Magazine since September 1999. He has more than 21 years of b-to-b publishing
experience and has written about a wide variety of manufacturing and engineering topics. Austin is a graduate of the University
of Michigan.

“The intricate core architecture of the sandwich structures is [complex and unique],” claims Nilufar. “Creating CAD models of
sTPMS architectures is the most challenging part. Moreover, we are focusing on the feasibility of some high performing
polymers that are not generally used for additive manufacturing.”

Although sandwich structures are used in many manufacturing processes, Nilufar says the main limiting factor lies in what’s
between the face sheets, which act as the “bread.” The topology of the sandwich’s middle, or core, has a major impact on the
overall performance of the structure, in terms of weight, strength, thermal properties and other factors.

Depending on the core’s geometry, such factors can be improved or diminished in function. Engineers theorize about new core
structures, but at this point know little because of limitations in the manufacturing process.

Nilufar hopes to reveal the mechanisms and thermomechanical properties of various core structures that can be created with
TPMS architecture. Her approach will integrate numerical and experimental methods to �nd out what manufacturers might
achieve using additive processes.

“We want to fundamentally understand how structured core lattice architecture improves the mechanical and thermal properties
of sandwich structures,” explains Nilufar. She and her colleagues plan to focus on core lattice geometries, such as gyroid,
diamond and primitive core structures.

As part of the R&D project, the SIU engineers will develop 3D models to predict thermomechanical properties for various core
topologies. Their work will identify high-stress and critical sections of various structures and look at how to optimize factors such
as the size of each cell and wall thickness.

Nilufar also plans to examine how and why TPMS structures deform under various loads and temperatures. Engineers, including
both graduate and undergraduate students, will use an electron microscope to look closely at surface morphology and failure
mechanisms.

“We hope the project helps us gain new understandings of how these forces would impact TPMS structures in the real world,”
says Nilufar.

In addition, a local outreach component of the project will demonstrate research concepts to high school and middle school
students, planting the seeds for future engineers.
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